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This article surveys the evolution of functional analysis, from its origins to its establish- 
ment as an independent discipline around 1933. Its origins were closely connected with the 
calculus of variations, the operational calculus. and the theory of integral equations. Its 
rigorous development was made possible largely through the development of Cantor’s 
“Mengenlehre,” of set-theoretic topology, of precise definitions of function spaces, and of 
axiomatic mathematics and abstract structures. For a quarter of a century, various outstand- 
ing mathematicians and their students concentrated on special aspects of functional analy- 
sis, treating one or two of the above topics. This article emphasizes the dramatic develop- 
ments of the decisive years 1928-1933, when functional analysis received its final 
unification. 
Die vorliegende Arbeit gibt einen ijberblick iiber die Entwicklung der Funktionalanalysis 
von ihren Anfgngen bis zu ihrer Konsolidierung als ein selbstlndiges Gebiet urn etwa 1933. 
Ihre Anfsnge waren eng mit der Variationsrechnung, den Operatorenmethoden und der 
Integralgleichungstheorie verbunden. Ihre strenge Entwicklung wurde vor allem durch die 
Entwicklung der Cantorschen Mengenlehre, der mengentheoretischen Topologie, die pd- 
zise Definition der Funktionenr%ume sowie der axiomatischen Mathematik und der ab- 
strakten Strukturen ermiighcht. Ein Vierteljahrhundert lang konzentrierten sich zahlreiche 
hervorragende Mathematiker und ihre Schiiler auf spezielle Gesichtspunkte der Funktional- 
analysis und bearbeiteten ein oder zwei der obengenannten Gebiete. Die vorliegende Arbeit 
betont besonders die dramatischen Entwicklungen der entscheidenden Jahre 1928-1933, in 
denen die Funktionalanalysis ihre endgiiltige Vereinheitlichung erfuhr. 
Cet article Porte sur I’evolution de I’analyse fonctionnelle. a partir de ses origines jusqu’a 
son Ctablissement comme discipline indkpendante vers 1933. Ses origines prennent racine 
dans le calcul des variations, le calcul OpCrationnel, et la thCorie des equations intkgrales. 
Son developpement rigoureux est dO principalement au dCveloppement du “Mengenlehre” 
de Cantor, de la topologie, des definitions prdcises des espaces fonctionnels. de I’axiomati- 
que, et des structures abstraites. Pendant un quart de sikcle. des mathtmaticiens eminents et 
leurs Cl&es concentrtirent leurs efforts sur certains aspects de I’analyse fonctionnelle, en 
traitant un ou deux des sujets mentionn&. Cet article souligne I’importance du dCveloppe- 
ment dramatique des an&es dCcisives 1928-1933, alors que I’analyse fonctionnelle se voyait 
definitivement uniI%e. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of functional analysis, with its wide range of applications, was 
one of the major mathematical achievements of the first half of this century. In 
recent years, at least two books [Dieudonne 1981; Monna 19731 and several im- 
portant articles have been devoted to the study of its origins and development [I]. 
Central to functional analysis is the concept of afidncrion space. Loosely speak- 
ing, by a “function space” is meant a topological space, the “points” of which are 
functions. Many such spaces (for instance, all Banach spaces) are vector spaces 
having a “metric” d, often defined in terms of a ~rln Ilfll, which yields a distance 
d(f, g) = Ilf - g(( between any pointsfand g in the space. 
The idea of a function space was already latent in the 19th century. However, 
the rigorous organization and systematization of much of analysis about the con- 
cept of a function space took nearly fifty years, roughly the first half of this 
century. It was made possible by the development of set theory and point-set 
topology (general topology), and by the general acceptance of axiomatic defini- 
tions and abstract structures. Conceptually and technically, this development 
owes much to the calculus of variations, the theories of differential and integral 
equations, and the evolution of “modern” algebra. Various complexes of un- 
solved practical problems and meaningful generalizations of classical analysis also 
had profound influence. Time was needed for the concept of an operator (as 
contrasted with a differential or integral eqmtion) to evolve and become clarified. 
For these and other reasons, the first stages of this evolution were by no means 
uniform. 
This article will survey the development of functional analysis from its begin- 
nings to the time when it finally became established as a coherent branch of 
mathematics around 1933. It will emphasize the decisive events of the years 1928- 
1933, which constituted in some sense the final unifying period of this develop- 
ment. 
To make precise the idea of a function space, one must first have clear defini- 
tions of the words “function” and “space.” Accordingly, our first concern will be 
to recall how far these concepts had developed prior to the earliest studies of what 
are today called “functionals,” say, prior to about 1880. 
The concept of “function,” taken for granted by most mathematicians today, 
evolved very slowly. In the work of Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) and in his time, 
interest concentrated on reul special furzctions as they occurred in geometry, 
mechanics. astronomy, probability, and in other applications. Their study 
[Dieudonne 1978, Chap. I] constituted a wide and heterogeneous area of research, 
which soon included as well the classical orthogonal polynomials, model cases of 
general theories to come in a distant future. 
To be sure, Euler thought of “arbitrary functions” as being given by their 
graphs, but he did nothing systematic to develop this idea. Somewhat differently, 
Joseph Louis Lagrange (1736-1813) based his “calcnl diffkrentiel ” on the as- 
sumption that every function is “unalytique,” and can be expanded locally into its 
Taylor series near every point. 
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Euler’s interpretation of arbitrary (real) functions as being given by their graphs 
was remarkably corroborated by Joseph Fourier [2] (1768-1830). beginning 
around 1807 and culminating in his masterpiece La ThPorie Analytique de la 
Chaleur 131 (1822), which became a landmark in the evolution of both classical 
analysis and mathematical physics. Fourier exploited Euler’s discovery, made at 
age 70, of the orthogonality of the “trigonometric system” of functions appearing 
in trigonometric series 
k a0 + 2 (ak cos kx + h,4 sin kx) 
L-I 
to show that even a discontinuous (periodic) function could be expanded in such a 
series. To honor Fourier’s work, these series, with coefficients given by Euler’s 
formulas 
1 n 
aFi = ii I J-f(x) cos kx dx, bk = $ /~nf(x) sin kx dx, 
are called “Fourier series” today, even though they had been invented by Daniel 
Bernoulli in 1750 in connection with the vibrating string problem, and Fourier 
contributed none of the basic results of the theory of these series. 
Fourier’s demonstration that discontinuous functions could be represented by 
infinite series of continuous (even analytic) terms must have astonished his con- 
temporaries. In particular, it fascinated Dirichlet at Berlin and later Riemann at 
Gottingen. 
Gustav Lejeune-Dirichlet (180%1859), who had studied in Paris and knew 
Fourier, gave in 1829 [ Journalfiir die reine und angewandte Mathematik 4, 157- 
169; Werke, Vol. 1, pp. 117-1321 the first rigorous proof of the convergence of 
Fourier series for a wide class of periodic functions (those which are continuous, 
except for finitely many jumps, and have finitely many local maxima and minima 
in each period). In this paper he also defined the Dirichlatfunction, which equals c 
for rational and d # c for irrational values of the argument, pointing out that “the 
various integrals [in the Fourier series] lose every meaning in this case.” 
Consequently, it hardly seems by chance that a few years later, in another 
article on Fourier series published in 1837, Dirichlet formulated the first “mod- 
ern” definition of an “arbitrary function” on a real interval [a, b]: to each x E 
[a, b] is assigned a unique y = f(x) E Iw [Dirichlet, Werke, Vol. 1, pp. 133-1601. 
Even before Dirichlet’s efforts to rigorize Fourier’s conclusions, Augustin- 
Louis Cauchy (1789-1857) had done much to clarify the notion of function. Not 
only did he provide a fairly plausible “proof” of the fact that every continuous 
function is integrable, but he also gave an example of a bounded, infinitely differ- 
entiable function (namely, f(x) = exp( -xe2) when x # 0, f(0) = 0) that cannot be 
expressed near x = 0 by a series in powers of x. By establishing the fact that for 
functions of a complex variable, continuous differentiability implies analyticity, 
he also went a long way toward giving complex function theory its modern form. 
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2. CONCEPT OF FUNCTION AROUND 1880 
However, it was above all Bernhard Riemann (1826- 1866) and Karl Weierstrass 
(1815-1897) whose ideas dominated function theory, real and complex, in 1880. 
Building on Dirichlet’s work, Riemann’s 1854 Hubifitationsschrijt, “Ueber die 
Darstellbarkeit einer Function durch eine trigonometrische Reihe” [4] [Riemann 
1892, 227-2641 was the next great advance in the theory of Fourier series. 
Riemann was inspired to create an integration theory for bounded functions, far 
more rigorous and more general than Cauchy’s earlier integration theory for con- 
tinuous functions (see [Birkhoff 19731). 
Riemann’s 1854 work was also the point of departure for many subsequent 
investigations on Fourier series and real functions, by Georg Cantor’s colleague 
Eduard Heine (1821-1881) in 1870, the Italians Giulio Ascoli (1843-1896) in 1873 
and Ulisse Dini (1845-1918) in 1874, and Weierstrass’ former student Paul du 
Bois-Reymond (1831-1889) in the same year and subsequently. These papers 
concerned questions of convergence, termwise integrability, sets of discontinuity, 
etc., and are typical of the development of greater rigor and generality in dealing 
with functions [5]. 
The most influential exponent and promoter of rigor around 1880 was Weier- 
strass. Indeed, throughout his long life, Weierstrass emphasized the importance of 
rigorous analytic formulations, in contrast to Riemann, who also used geometrical 
and physical intuition. His emphasis on precise definitions and generality in com- 
plex analysis, as well as the spirit of his partially critical contributions to real 
analysis, made “Weierstrussian rigor” (a term coined by Felix Klein) proverbial 
(cf. [Dieudonne 1978 1, 370-373; Birkhoff 1973, 71-721). 
Essential for rigor is the concept of uniform convergence. This first appeared in 
papers by Stokes in 1847, von Seidel in 1848, and Cauchy in 1853. but it was 
Weierstrass who discovered it first (in 1841; cf. [ Werke, Vol. 1, p. 671). named it, 
and made its fundamental importance generally appreciated. 
Many basic questions about functions were still unresolved in 1880 or had just 
been settled. For instance, whether nonuniform convergence of a series implies 
the discontinuity of the sum function remained open for many years until 1875, 
when Darboux and (independently) du Bois-Reymond answered it in the negative 
sense. Again, for decades it was believed that every continuous function has a 
Fourier series which converges to it everywhere, until du Bois-Reymond [Giit- 
tinger Nuchrichten, p. 5711 gave a counterexample in 1873. Many other instances 
are described in [Hawkins 1975. Chaps. l-31; see also [Birkhoff 1973, Selection 
321. 
A new perspective on functions was given by Weierstrass’ idea of “approxi- 
mately representing continuous functions by polynomials” [Weierstrass’ approx- 
imation theorem, 1885; Werke 3, l-371. Since the theorem referred to uniform 
approximation over any closed bounded interval I, it gave new insight into the 
“space” (cf. Section 3) C(I) by showing that the polynomials are dense in C(I). 
Finally, very important for the evolution of functional analysis in its early stages 
was the critical work of Weierstrass on the calculus of variations. Specifically, 
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using the classical technique of setting up a one-parameter family of functions 
(“admissible functions, ” “admissible curves”) 
with the parameter E restricted to some finite interval. Weierstrass introduced a 
“distance” (actually, several such distances) between members of this family, 
thereby implicitly treating each such function as a “point” in a (very special) 
“function space, ” an idea which is at the root of the functional analytic approach. 
Variational problems are discussed again in Section 6. For the moment, it 
suffices to call attention to the fact that early “functional analysis” (a name first 
used in 1922 by Paul Levy; see below, Section 13) had variational ideas among its 
main stimuli. The work of Arzela (see Section 4) confirms this clearly. 
3. CONCEPT OF “SPACE” AROUND 1880 
If the concept of “function” was still evolving in 1880, that of “space” was 
even more rudimentary. Without doubt, the spectacular development of various 
geometries during the 19th century, beginning with non-Euclidean geometries 
(Gauss, Lobachevsky, Bolyai) and culminating in 1872 in Klein’s Et-lunger Pro- 
gramm, had profound influence on the idea of a general “space.” 
Curiously, the general concept of a space of arbitrary (finite) dimension seems 
to have been suggested by mechanics. Lagrange’s M&unique Analytique (1788) 
discusses dynamical systems whose configuration depends on arbitrarily many 
coordinates ql, . . . , q,. For example, the n-body problem of celestial mechanics 
has a 3n-dimensional “configuration space.” Such configuration spaces, and later 
“phase spaces”, were intensively studied in the 19th century by Liouville, Hamil- 
ton, Jacobi, Poincare, and others. 
In 1844, Arthur Cayley (1821-1895) wrote about “analytical geometry of n 
dimensions” [Works, Vol. 1, p. 551, and in the same year Hermann Grassmann 
published his very original Ausdehnungsfehre lcalculus of extension], which con- 
tains the concept of an n-dimensional uector space. The Preface of this earliest 
axiomatic discussion of multilinear algebra mentions Lagrange’s Mkanique Ana- 
lytique as a source of inspiration. But unfortunately. Grassmann’s abstract ap- 
proach was so obscurely worded that even a completely reorganized version 
published in 1862 was not widely appreciated for some time. 
Riemann and topology. Far more influential was Bernhard Riemann. Actually, 
the idea of a “function space” already appeared in his famous doctoral thesis of 
1851 “Grundlagen fur eine allgemeine Theorie der Functionen einer verander- 
lichen complexen G&se” [6], where he says [p. 301: 
The totality of the functions forms a connected domain closed in itself [ein zusam- 
menhiingendes in sich uhgeschlossenes Gebier], since each of these functions can go over 
continuously into every other. [Riemann 1892. 3-48) 
Riemann has been called the initiator of topology [Bourbaki 1974, 1751. For in- 
stance, in his work on algebraic functions and their integrals he introduced the 
“Betti numbers.” He did this first for surfaces [Ibid.. 92-931, and later [pp. 479- 
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4821 for manifolds of any dimension, applying these numbers to the periods of 
Abelian integrals, hence to a problem in Analysis. A subtitle on page 91 reads 
“Theorems of Analysis Situs for the Theory of Integrals . . . ,” and he says that 
this concerns “that part of the theory of continuous quantities which completely 
disregards metric properties [Massuerhiiltnisse] . . . .” 
In his famous 1854 Hubifitationsuortrag “Ueber die Hypothesen, welche der 
Geometrie zu Grunde liegen” [Riemann 1892, 272-2971, Riemann elaborated on 
the conceptual aspect and general role and character of space in geometry [with a 
corresponding outline on Riemannian metrics in a subsequent paper presented to 
the Paris Academy in 1861; Ibid., 391-4231. Here he formulated in a nutshell the 
idea of function spaces of infinite dimension in the form: 
. But there also exist manifolds in which the determination of location [die Orfsbestim- 
mung] requires not a finite number but either an infinite sequence or a continuum of determi- 
nations of quantities [. sondern entweder eine unendliche Reihe oder einr stetige Man- 
nigfaltigkeit von Grbs.senbestimmungen erforderr]. Such a manifold. for instance. is formed 
by the possible determinations of afirncfion for a given domain. [Riemann 1892. ‘2761 
This talk was published in 1868 (by Dedekind), two years after Riemann’s early 
death. It attracted general attention, but there seems little doubt that these revolu- 
tionary ideas were understood and accepted only very slowly [7]. Indeed, it was 
only around 1870 that Richard Dedekind (1831-1916), Georg Cantor (1845-1918), 
and Charles Meray (1835-1911) showed how to construct the real number system 
rigorously from the integers. Their constructions provided solid foundations for 
the “arithmetization of Analysis” that took place (thanks to “Weierstrassian 
rigor”) in the last quarter of the 19th century. 
Dedekind, a pioneer of modern abstract algebra, recognized that to clarify 
Riemann’s topological ideas, the nature of the real field [w had to be analyzed in 
depth. He began to do this in 1858, but published his ideas in definite form only in 
1872 (Stetigkeit und irrutionule Zuhfen) and 1888, in an even more fundamental 
study entitled Wus sind rend was sollen die Zuhlen? [8]. Meanwhile, the first 
rigorous theory of irrational numbers, by C. Meray, had appeared in 1869. 
Dedekind was also a precursor on metric spaces. Indeed, his paper “Allge- 
meine Siitze iiber R&me” [9] was an attempt to construct a theory of 1w” ub ouo, 
without appeal to geometric intuition. 
Cantor’s “Mengenlehre.” Functional analysis, as we know it today, depends 
crucially on set theory [Mengenlehre], founded by Georg Cantor (1845- 1918), a 
pupil of Weierstrass, at Halle. Cantor was motivated by his study of Riemann’s 
work on trigonometric series and, beyond mathematics, by ideas from Scholasti- 
cism. His first paper on sets, published in 1874, sharply distinguished, for the first 
time, between countable infinity and the power of the continuum c, by showing 
that the set of all real numbers is not denumerable, whereas the set of all algebraic 
real numbers is denumerable [lo]. This gave as an immediate corollary the fact 
that almost all real numbers are transcendental. More important for us, it opened 
up totally new vistas in analysis as well, initiating a classification of infinite sets. 
Thus, it gave meaning to the concept of a countably additive measure, to be 
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developed by Bore1 and extended by Lebesgue into a radically new theory of 
integration; see Section 5. 
In 1877, Cantor made a second revolutionary discovery: that the cardinality of 
Euclidean n-space iw” is independent of n, its dimension ]I I]. This constituted a 
radical departure from accepted ideas such as the facile definition of the “dimen- 
sion” of a “space” as the number of coordinates required to specify its “points,” 
which had been standard before Cantor proved that Iw and [w” with any n E N have 
the same cardinality. Cantor himself was shaken by this discovery of 1877, which 
was different from what he had hoped to find, and which seemed to undermine the 
concept of dimension itself. However, Dedekind reassured Cantor, pointing out 
that it should be possible to prove that [w” and [w” with m # n are not homeomor- 
phic (not his term, of course). The radicalism of Cantor’s ideas perhaps explains 
their hostile rejection by Leopold Kronecker (1823-1891) and other mathemati- 
cians of an older generation, except for Weierstrass, who observed the efforts of 
his former student with interest. 
Topology in 1900. Apart from defining the notion of the derived set S’ of a given 
set S. and the associated notion of a “perfect” set (one satisfying S = S’), all of 
the above writings were rudimentary and largely intuitive insofar as the topofogy 
of the plane and higher-dimensional spaces are concerned. Indeed, it was not until 
about 1910 that the foundations of topology became rigorously formulated, even 
for finite-dimensional spaces. It is therefore not surprising that considerable 
vagueness surrounded the notion of infinite-dimensional function space through- 
out the 19th century, even after Cantor’s work had gained wide recognition. 
4. ITALIAN PIONEERS 
It is generally agreed that functional analysis, properly speaking, originated in 
Italy. During the last four decades of the 19th century, there occurred a powerful 
resurgence [risorgimento] of Italian mathematical creativity. First came three 
great geometers, Betti, Beltrami, and Cremona, and not long after six notable 
analysts, each of whose contributions related to early functional analysis we will 
discuss individually: Giulio Ascoli (1843- 1896)) Cesare Arzela (1847- 19 12), 
Ulisse Dini (184%1918), Giuseppe Peano (1858-1932) Salvatore Pincherle 
(1853-1936), and Vito Volterra (1860-1940). 
Ascoli’s theorem. Ascoli and Arzela proved what was probably the first sub- 
stantial mathematical theorem about functional analysis, published in 1883-1884 
[ 121. If a sequence {fm} of real-valued functions on [0, l] is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous on [O,l], then cfn} contains a uniformly convergent subsequence. 
This theorem essentially generalizes the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem to the 
infinite-dimensional function space C[O,l]. The latter asserts that any bounded 
sequence {xn} of real numbers contains a convergent subsequence-and more 
generally that the same is true in n-dimensional space 1w”. Actually, Ascoli’s 
theorem continues to hold in more general settings. For instance, it holds with 
[O,l] replaced by any closed, bounded subset of [w”. 
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Dini participated in the finer and more rigorous study of convergence problems 
centered around uniform convergence (“Dini’s theorem”) and variants of it, con- 
vergence of Fourier series (“Dini test”), generalizations of Fourier series fore- 
shadowing eigenfunction expansions (“Dini series” being Fourier-Bessel series) 
and deeper aspects of differentiability (“Dini derivatives”) [ 131. He also played an 
influential role as a teacher of Volterra. 
Peano was a creative and individualistic personality, very original and indepen- 
dent in his work [14]. He took a step forward in a book written in 1888 and 
intended to popularize the Ausdehnungslehre of Grassmann (see above) [15]. 
There, in Chapter IX, he gave examples of infinite-dimensional vector spaces, 
along with a rather modern axiomatic definition of a vector space. 
Two years later, Peano published his “space-filling curve,” a continuous sur- 
jection of an interval onto a square, whereas Cantor had obtained earlier a discon- 
tinuous bijection. This further discredited purely intuitive topology, and rein- 
forced the Weierstrassian insistence on uncompromising logical rigor. 
Peano’s Formulaire de MathPmatiques [16] was enormously influential for 
mathematical logic andfoundations, and Peano’s symbolism [“pasigraphy”] was 
(with modifications) adopted by A. N. Whitehead and B. Russell, E. H. Moore, 
and many others. Also, for the next ten years, Peano became one of the leaders in 
the field. Beyond all this, his book helped to promote the abstract approach to 
mathematics, including the idea that all mathematical deductions could be formal- 
ized. Peano’s contributions to integration theory, made at about the same time, 
are discussed in [Hawkins 1975, Chap. 41. 
Pincherle was a pioneer enthusiast for functional analysis. His influence per- 
tains to the early phase of developments in the field. A distinguished and prolific 
scholar, he was fascinated by the operational calculus from 1885 on. In his book 
Le Operazioni Distributive e le loro Applicazioni all’Analisi, co-authored with his 
pupil Ugo Amaldi, he gave a systematic exposition of his ideas as of 1901 [17]. 
However, he had been writing about “function spaces” for some years earlier, 
suggesting the terms “spazio funzionale,” “operazioni funzionali,” and “calcolo 
.funzionale,” and concentrating on linear operators on complex sequence spaces, 
whose “points” he then regarded as coefficient sequences of Taylor series, thus 
relating his work to Weierstrassian complex analysis [ 181. 
Although an influential proponent of the abstract point of view, his emphasis 
was primarily on algebraic formalisms. For example, in connection with the 
differential operator D = dldt he analyzed and generalized formulas such as e/ID = 
I + At,, where A~LC = u(x + h) - u(x). He paid little attention to questions about the 
continuity of operators or to convergence problems. His 1906 article “Funktional- 
operationen und -gleichungen” in the German EncyklopHdie [EMW], a translated 
and somewhat updated version of which was published in the French Encyclop& 
die of 1912, surveys much 18th- and 19th-century work. However, it still largely 
ignores Weierstrassian rigor, which had come to dominate the foundations of 
analysis during the preceding decades, and it had little effect on the later develop- 
ment of functional analysis [ 191. 
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Volterra. As will become apparent, Volterra influenced the development of 
functional analysis for a long time, and in many ways. A student of Dini’s and later 
his colleague at Pisa, it was Dini who introduced him to the theory of real func- 
tions which was then developing, and who guided his early work. For instance, as 
a student of age 21, he proved two important conjectures of Dini’s by constructing 
(i) a nowhere dense set of positive outer content, and (ii) a function the derivative 
of which is bounded but not Riemann-integrable [20]. 
His first paper on a topic truly belonging to “functional analysis” appeared in 
1887 [21]. In this and several later papers (all of 1887), Volterra investigated 
(special classes of) functionals (this term being Hadamard’s, suggested as a noun 
only in 1904 or 1905; cf. [Taylor 19821). He first called them “functions of func- 
tions” and later, to avoid misunderstanding, “functions offines” Vunzioni dipen- 
denri da knee, fonctions de lignes]. These were defined as continuous mappings 
X-* Iw , where X is a set of continuous curves (continuous functions on [a, 61 with 
range in Iw or Iw”). 
In these papers, Volterra’s intention was “to clarify the concepts which 1 
believe need to be introduced to extend Riemann’s theory of functions of complex, 
variables and which, I think, can recur usefully also in various other researches.” 
This may reflect Betti’s influence; Betti was Riemann’s friend and Volterra’s 
teacher at Pisa. Since this seems to be the earliest known study of functionals as 
such, 1887 is generally considered the birthyear of functional analysis. 
Arzeld. Two years later, Arzela made a first attempt to justify “direct” varia- 
tional arguments like the Dirichlet principle by using sequential compactness 
concepts. A brief resume of his efforts and related developments may be found in 
Volterra’s Madrid lectures [Volterra 1930, Chap. VI, Sect. I, 011. Actually, Ar- 
zela’s methods were much closer to what we think of as “functional analysis” 
today than were those used by Volterra. 
Arzela’s interest in the foundations of the calculus of variations was presumably 
stimulated by Weierstrass’ 1870 counterexample to the conjecture that all func- 
tionals that were bounded below could be minimized. Namely [ Werke, Vol. 2, pp. 
49-541 the integral 
I 1, LG’(dl dx 
is nonnegative, yet it is not minimized by any function in the set of all real-valued 
continuously differentiable functions satisfying @(-- I) = a, $(I) = b, a # b (cf. 
[Birkhoff 1973, 3901). 
5. HADAMARD AND FRECHET: 1897-1906 
Jacques Hadamard (1865- 1963) and Maurice Frechet ( 1878- 1973) played major 
roles in the establishment of functional analysis. To appreciate their early contri- 
butions, one must recall the extent to which Paris was a center of brilliant mathe- 
matical activity around 1900. Camille Jordan (1838-1921) and Gaston Darboux 
(1842-1917) were still active, and Charles Hermite (1822-1902) was still alive. 
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Moreover, Hermite’s student Henri Poincare (1854-1912) was the world’s leading 
mathematician; while Hermite’s son-in-law Emile Picard (1856-1941), Edouard 
Goursat (1858-1936), Hadamard, and many others had achieved international 
fame or were on the way to it. Complex analysis and the differential equations of 
classical physics formed the main streams of mathematical interest. 
But the scene was about to change, mainly due to the work of Emile Bore1 
(1871-1956), RenC Baire (1874-1932), and Henri Lebesgue (1875-1941). These 
notable mathematicians were about 30 years younger than Ascoli, Arzela, and 
Dini, and about 10 years younger than Volterra. Unlike their Italian predecessors, 
they were strongly influenced by Cantor’s set theory, and used it to found new 
theories of measure and integration. 
Early attempts to define a “measure” of sets (cf. [Hawkins 1975, Chap. 31) were 
followed in 1887 by Peano’s book Applicazioni Geometriche de1 Calcolo Injinitesi- 
male, and in 1892 by Jordan’s paper on “content,” motivated by the conceptual 
difficulties in double integration. Although Jordan’s content was not yet general 
enough, his idea of a measure-theoretic approach to the Riemann integral had 
great influence on Bore1 (and later on Lebesgue). 
Borel. In his 1894 doctoral thesis (on a continuation problem in complex analy- 
sis considered earlier by Poincare), and in more detail in his 1898 book Leqons sur 
la ThPorie des Fonctions, Bore1 constructed the first countably additive measure. 
He also introduced what were later called “Bore1 sets” (obtained from open sets 
by iterating the processes of forming countable unions and differences). He then 
defined for Bore1 sets a “measure” with the key property that 
m (l&k, = $ m(Ax) (5.1) 
for disjoint (Borel) sets. Borel’s proof of the existence of this measure made 
essential use of the fact that, if a sequence of open intervals II = (ak,bk) couers the 
unit interval I = [O,l], then 
r 
2 (h - ad > 1 
[Oeuures, p. 8421. This, in turn, is a corollary of the 
HEINE-BOREL THEOREM. If a family of open sets covers a closed, bounded set 
S in R”, then there is a$nite subset of the family which already covers S. 
Baire. In 1899, Baire’s doctoral thesis “Sur les fonctions de variables reelles” 
appeared in Annali di Matematica Pura ed Applicata 3(3), l-122 (by invitation of 
Dini). In order to characterize limits of convergent sequences of continuous func- 
tions (and their limits, etc.), Baire defined [p. 651 a subset of [w to be of first 
category in [w when it is the union of countably many nowhere dense sets in Iw. As 
the result basic to functional analysis, he proved “Baire’s theorem” that [w is of 
the “second category” (i.e., not of the first) in itself, a result which he extended to 
[w” in 1904 [22]. 
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Lebesgue. Borel’s new techniques were developed much further in Lebesgue’s 
1902 doctoral thesis “Integrale, longueur, aire,” published in Ann&i di Mute- 
matica 7(3), 231-359. This inaugurated the “modern” theory of integration, in- 
volving the concepts of Lebesgue measure, measurable function, and integral 
[23]. In it, Lebesgue established the great power, generality, and elegance of his 
new integral, applying it to Fourier series and other problems. In particular, he 
demonstrated its flexibility in limit processes, such as taking limits under the 
integral sign, 
(5.2) 
which now became valid under very general assumptions. 
His lectures on the subject at the College de France in 1902-1903 were pub- 
lished in his 1904 book LeGons SW I’IntPgration et la Recherche des Fonctions 
Primitives (2nd enlarged ed., 1928). Although Hermite and Poincare were unen- 
thusiastic about its generality, the Lebesgue integral was to prove fundamental for 
functional analysis, as we shall see. 
By 1905, Borel, Lebesgue, and Baire had all written monographs for a new 
series initiated by Borel, in which the “theorie des ensembles” was applied to sets 
offunctions, and especially to the topics treated in their theses. Moreover, Baire, 
Borel, Lebesgue and Hadamard published a sequence of letters in the Bulletin de 
la SociPth MathPmatique de France 33 (1905), 261-273. which helped to clarify 
the foundations of Cantor’s still new set theory. 
Hadamard. Although Hadamard published comparatively little about func- 
tional analysis, he greatly influenced its evolution. His first paper on functional 
analysis was a short note presented at the First International Congress of Mathe- 
maticians, held at Zurich in 1897. From 1897 to 1906, Hadamard and his student 
Frechet would develop set-theoretic ideas into a new tool of functional analysis. 
At the time, Hadamard was best known for his work in complex analysis and on 
the distribution of primes (see [Birkhoff 1973, 98-103]), but he was soon to be- 
come famous for his work on partial differential equations. Hadamard’s note 
called attention to the significance which an application of the ideas of Cantor’s 
set theory to sets offurzctions might have, remarking [24] 
Mais c’est principalement dans la theorie des tquations aux d&ivCes partielles de la physique 
mathematique que des Ctudes de cette espke joueraient un r6le fondamental. 
On this note in the Verhandfungen of the Congress [ 1897, pp. 201-2021. Pincherle 
and Bore1 commented critically. 
Hadamard was soon to turn his attention to the theory of partial differential 
equations. Here his concept of a “well-posed problem” has become classic [25]; 
its requirement that “the solution must depend continuously on the initial and 
boundary conditions” obviously refers to an assumed topology on the space of 
functions considered, and should be regarded as an interpretation of his 1897 
remark. 
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Hadamard continued to explore the ideas in his note, first in a short paper 
[Bulletin de la SociPte’ Mathe’matique de France 30 (1902), 40-431 on Volterra’s 
derivatives of “fonctions de lignes,” and in 1903 in an important note [Comptes 
Rendus (Paris) 136, 351-3541 in which he suggested considering “functionals” on 
arbitrary sets. In this note, he showed that every bounded linear functional U on the 
space C[a,b] can be represented in the form 
U(f) = lim ’ f(r)H,&) dx; I (5.3) t?wr 0 
here the H,,, are also continuous on [a,b], but are not uniquely determined by U. 
Maurice Frkhet (1878-1973) had been Hadamard’s student in a lycee in 1890- 
1893, and had been advised by him ever since (see [Taylor 19821). He quickly 
developed Hadamard’s ideas on functionals in two papers published in the re- 
cently founded Transactions of the American Mathematical Society [5 (1904). 
493-499; 6 (1905), 134-1401. In the first of these, Frechet gave a new proof of 
Hadamard’s representation (5.3) which, at the same time, yielded a series expan- 
sion of U (analog of the Taylor series). Near the end of this paper, he used the 
interchange of limit and Lebesgue integration similar to that in (5.2) to construct a 
sequence of continuous functions H,(x) whose limit K(x) is Lebesgue- but not 
Riemann-integrable, so that Jf (x)K(x) dx = Cl(f) is defined only in the Lebesgue 
sense. He observed that this shows the value of “not rejecting as too artificial any 
functions which are L- but not R-integrable.” 
In his second Transactions paper, Frechet proved that any bounded linear 
functional U on C”[a,b] can be represented in the form 
U(f) = ‘2 Ajf “‘(a) + ~IJ (,f HJx)f’“‘(x) dx. 
j-0 
(5.4) 
In a third paper in the same volume of the Transactions (Ibid., 435-449), 
generalizing Weierstrass’ idea of a “neighborhood” of a function, Frechet defined 
a metric “distance” [&art] between pairs of curves parametrically represented by 
uniformly continuous functions, and looked for conditions on a family of such 
curves sufficient to imply compactness in the sense of the theorem of Ascoli and 
Arzela. 
Frkchet’s thesis. Especially this last paper can be regarded as a partial prepubli- 
cation of Frechet’s famous doctoral thesis of 1906, “Sur quelques points du calcul 
fonctionnel , ’ ’ which appeared in Rendiconti de1 Circolo Matematico di Palermo 
22, l-74. This was a landmark that had enormous influence [26] on the develop- 
ment of both functional analysis and point-set topology. One can only speculate 
about how much it owes to Hadamard; Frechet’s necrology of 1963 [Comptes 
Rendus (Paris) 257, 4081-40861 was surely far too modest! 
In his thesis, Frechet introduced the notion of a metric space, using Jordan’s 
term “&art” [Journal de MathPmatiques 8(4) (1892), 711 for “metric” [p. 30 of 
the thesis]. The name “metric space” was later coined by Hausdorff. Frechet’s 
definition is amazingly modern (precisely that used now), and constituted a great 
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advance over the techniques of Volterra, who always referred to sets of curves. 
surfaces, and functions, and never to “elements” of a space satisfying certain 
axioms. 
Frechet introduced the notions of compactness, completeness, and separability 
into point-set theory, in the context of infinite-dimensional function spaces, and 
clearly recognized and emphasized the importance of these concepts. This went 
far beyond Cantor’s “perfect sets,” or the concepts in the Bericht by Schoenflies 
on the topology of iw”, or the techniques used by Volterra in treating “functions of 
lines.” 
Frechet devoted a substantial part of his thesis to the discussion of special 
spaces, as opposed to general theory. In particular, he considered the space 
C[a.b] (not his notation, of course) stating that it was “first used systematically by 
Weierstrass” [p. 361. Frechet’s work, like that of Hadamard, incorporated ideas 
of many earlier mathematicians: thus his (sequential) compactness was inspired 
by the theorems of Arzela and Ascoh as well as by the earlier Bolzano-Weier- 
strass theorem. 
In his thesis, Frechet also attempted to characterize nonmetric features which 
are common to both sets of points and sets of functions. His studies of special 
spaces, some of them intimately connected to problems of classical analysis, 
made obvious the great variety of infinite-dimensional topological spaces which 
arise naturally in analysis. Thus he discussed examples of what were later called 
limit spaces (his “classes (L)“). He realized that his limit concept was so general 
that in classes (L), derived sets may not even be closed [p. 171. In order to obtain a 
richer theory, Frechet also introduced more special spaces in which derived sets 
are closed. He called them “classes (VI” (V for “uoisinage,” meaning a number 
axiomatically associated to pairs of points). However, in 1910 he conjectured 
that these are actually metric spaces. as was finally proved in 1917 by E. W. 
Chittenden [Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 18, 16 I - 1661. 
6. CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
Much as nascent point-set topology provided the necessary conceptual founda- 
tion for the theory of functional analysis, the calculus of variations and-some- 
what later-the theory of integral equations provided some basic techniques as 
well as many of the most impressive early applications of functional analysis. We 
wiil discuss this influence of the calculus of variations in the present section, and 
that of integral equations in Section 7. 
Variational principles such as “a straight line segment is the shortest path 
between two points in space” and “of all the plane regions having a given perime- 
ter, the circular disk has the greatest area” date from antiquity. And variational 
problems from mechanics sprang up almost immediately after the invention of the 
calculus. However, the question of the existence of a curve or surface minimizing 
some positive quantity (a “functional” on the “space” of all curves or ail surfaces 
satisfying certain conditions) was not considered carefully until the second half of 
the 19th century. 
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Thus, why should there exist a “path of shortest time” 
t= f Q dslu(x) P 
joining two points P and Q? Physically, the existence of shortest paths seems 
almost obvious-this may help to explain why the existence problem was not 
discussed systematically before Weierstrass. Again, why should there exist a 
function 4 minimizing the Dirichlet integral 
(6.1) 
on a given region R in space and assuming specified values on the boundary of R? 
Or a surface of least area spanning a given simple closed space curve (the Plateau 
problem)? 
It was in the calculus of variations that the idea of a distance between functions 
arose first, in the special context of a one-parameter family of functions defined by 
Y,(X) = Y(X) + -q(x) (6.2) 
(“admissible functions”). Consider the problem of finding a function which mini- 
mizes the functional 
J[YI = J; W, Y(X), Y’(X)) dx (6.2’) 
on the set of all twice continuously differentiable admissible functions on [a, b] 
having given values y(a) = c and y(b) = d. To make all y,(a) =k c and y,(b) = d, 
we require q(u) = q(b) = 0. If y minimizes J, then aJ/a& = 0 when E = 0 for all 
such 7. This implies Euler’s famous equation 
(6.3) 
Similar ideas were used in a more “functional-analytic” spirit by Volterra in his 
first papers on “functions of lines” of 1887 [Volterra 1954-1962 1, 294-3281. 
However, it was first in FrCchet’s thesis that the interpretation in terms of dis- 
tance [Pcurt] in an infinite-dimensional function space was given. A Weierstras- 
sian metric maxIf - g(x)] [Frkhet 1906, 361 shows some of the initial inspira- 
tion and association of ideas. 
Four years later, the Foreword of Hadamard’s Leqons sur le Culcul des Vuriu- 
tions began: 
The calculus of variations is nothing else than a first chapter of the doctrine called today the 
Functional Calculus, and whose development will doubtlessly be one of the first tasks of the 
Analysis of the future. 
This statement was followed by a chapter [pp. 281-3121 entitled “Generalizations. 
The Functional Calculus,” which concluded with an analysis of the variation of 
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Green’s and Neumann’s functions with the domain and points concerned. (See 
also C. Caratheodory’s review [Bulletin de la Socie’te’ MathPmatique de France 35 
(2) (1911), 124-1411, which is quite enthusiastic about the new functional-analytic 
spirit of the book, calling it a landmark in the history of the field.) 
Dirichlet’s principle. The problem of finding a function $ which assumes given 
boundary values on the boundary of a domain fin, and satisfies P$J = 0 in Q, is 
called the Dirichlet problem (for the Laplace equation). The assertion that such a 
solution (b can be constructed as the function that minimizes the Dirichlet integral 
(6.1) subject to the boundary conditions-including the claim that such a function 
exists-was called the Dirichlet principle by Riemann, who had attended Dirich- 
let’s lectures in Berlin for two years [27]. 
The claim that this minimum exists was based on the fact that the integral (6.1) 
is bounded below (by zero). Indeed, in lectures given at Gottingen in 1856-1857. 
but not published until 1876, Dirichlet had claimed that “it is immediate [es liegt 
auf der Hand] that the integral (6.1) . . . has a minimum because it cannot be 
negative” [28]. 
Riemann used the principle in his doctoral thesis of 1851. There, on page 30, 
denoting by L the Dirichlet integral (in two dimensions) and by R the integral 
he says (in extension of the quotation in Section 3 above; see [29]): 
Die Gesammtheit der Functionen A bildet ein zusammenhangendes in sich abgeschlossenes 
Gebiet, indem jede dieser Functionen stetig in jede andere tibergehen. sich aber nicht einer 
langs einer Lime unstetigen unendlich annlhern kann, ohne dass t unendlich wird (Art. 17): 
fiir jedes A erhflt nun, w = o + A gesetzt. Cl einen endlichen Werth. der mit L zugleich 
unendlich wird, sich mit der Gestalt von A stetig Pndert, aber nie unter Null herabsinken 
kann; folglich hat n wenigstens fur Eine Gestalt der Function OJ ein Minimum. 
Actually, the Dirichlet principle had been suggested by Gauss in 1839, and 
stated clearly by Kelvin in 1847 [Birkhoff 1973, 3791. Weierstrass had criticized it 
as a method of proof for some time, but Felix Klein states [Wet-k, Vol. 3, pp. 4921 
that Riemann “attached no special importance to the derivation of his existence 
theorems,” and was unimpressed by these criticisms. 
After Riemann’s death in 1866, and especially after Weierstrass had constructed 
the counterexample discussed in Section 4, the criticisms of Weierstrass bore 
fruit. Although his lectures on the calculus of variations were only available 
through notes by his students, they helped to spark great activity in the field, by 
du Bois-Reymond, Poincare, A. Kneser, Hilbert. Hadamard, and others. 
Concerning the Dirichlet principle, H. A. Schwarz [Gesammelte mathe- 
mat&he Abhandlungen 2, 175-1901 had already published his alternating method 
[alternierendes Verfahren], which enabled him to prove the existence of a solu- 
tion of the Dirichlet problem in any plane domain bounded by piecewise analytic 
curves. (In the same year, Carl Neumann proposed solving the Dirichlet problem 
with the help of integral equations: see the next section.) 
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Next, in a magnificent paper published in 1890 (preceded by a note of 1887 
[Comptes Rendus (Paris) 104,441, Poincare [1950-1956 9, 28-l 13; Birkhoff 1973, 
395-3991 showed that the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation has a solu- 
tion under very mild restrictions. He proved this by a very ingenious “mPthode du 
balayage” (sweeping-out process [30]) that foreshadowed the “relaxation meth- 
ods” to be developed by R. V. Southwell 40 years later. With the aim of justifying 
generalizations of Fourier’s method of orthogonal expansions to the Helmholtz 
equation in general domains, Poincare then made effective use of the Rayleigh 
quotient 
~(4) = D(+,$Y(+,$) = [lR lW12 dV]/[lR +2 dv]. (6.4) 
showing that each eigenfunction is characterized by a “minimax” property [31]. 
In two papers published in 1900 and 1901 [reprinted in 1905; see Hilbert 1932- 
1935 III, 10-371, Hilbert brilliantly revived and generalized the Dirichlet principle 
as a “guiding star for finding rigorous and simple existence proofs”. He worked 
out two cases in detail: (a) shortest curves on a surface; and (b) the Dirichlet 
problem for a plane domain bounded by a curve with continuous curvature, and 
continuously differentiable boundary values. His “direct method” involved (i) 
first constructing a “minimizing sequence” of approximate solutions 4,, , with the 
property that Ah1 1 WJ[411; (“1 u next making restrictions on the class of 
admissible 4 sufficient to guarantee the existence of a convergent subsequence 
tending uniformly to some &; and (iii) finally, showing that J[lim $,,I 5 lim J[&]. 
The 19th and 20th Problems in Hilbert’s famous 1900 list of 23 unsolved prob- 
lems are concerned with applying his new “direct method” to other problems 
(e.g., involving variable coefficients, n 2 3 independent variables, or even nonlin- 
ear), and showing that the solution obtained is necessarily analytic. Although S. 
N. Bernstein and others were able to handle the quasilinear variable-coefficient 
case for n = 2 by 1910. Plateau’s problem was not successfully treated until the 
1930s and the case n 2 3 was not satisfactorily resolved until after 1950 (see 
Serrin and Bombieri in [Browder 1976, 507-5351). 
In the meantime, critical publications by Hadamard in 1906 [Oelrures, Vol. 3, 
pp. 1245-12481 and Lebesgue in 1907 [Oerrures, Vol. 4, pp. 91-1221 showed that 
Hilbert’s “direct methods” were by no means adequate for all cases. Also, an 
interesting example of nonexistence was provided by Lebesgue in 1913 [Oeuures, 
Vol. 4, p. 1311: he constructed a region with a very sharp reentrant spine, on 
which the Dirichlet problem is not solvuble for general continuous boundary 
values. 
7. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AROUND 1903 
The integral operator J: u ++ u = J[u], where the “image” u of u is defined by 
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is much easier to interpret in most function space contexts than its inverse, the 
derivative operator D: u H u’. This is because, as was essentially proved by 
Cauchy and Riemann [Birkhoff 1973. Part IB], J is defined for all functions u in 
C[a,b] (similarly in L[a, b], etc.), whereas D is only defined on a dense subset. In 
short, it is much easier to interpret the limiting processes of analysis for .I, in most 
function spaces, than for D. Similar remarks apply to other integral operators, like 
K: a t+ u = K[u], where 
u(x) = I ’ k(x,yMy) dy, (7.2) ‘I 
as contrasted with partial differential operators. It may have been for this reason 
that Pincherle’s scholarly study of “operazioni distributiue, ” which emphasized 
differential (and difference) operators, had little influence on later developments 
in functional analysis, whereas his work on the Laplace transform (an integral 
transform) was quite fruitful. 
The systematic study of integral operators of the form (7.2) began relatively 
late. In 1823, Abel had solved a special integral equation associated with the 
tautochrone [We&e, Vol. I, pp. 1 l-271 (cf. [Birkhoff 1973, 437-4421). Abel’s 
integral equation was 
(7.3) 
it is called an “integral equation of the $rirst kind” (Hilbert’s term), because the 
unknown function 4 occurs only under the integral sign. 
The earliest known integral equations in which the unknown function also 
appears outside the integral (“integral equations of the second kind”) were used 
in 1837 by Liouville to generalize Fourier series expansions from solutions of U” + 
k2u = 0 to eigenfunctions of so-called Sturm-Liouville problems, defined by a 
“Sturm-Liouville differential equation” 
L[u] + Xp(x)u = 0 
with self-adjoint 
L[u] = (pu’)’ + qu, p > 0, 
and homogeneous boundary conditions 
k,u(a) + k2u’(a) = 0, l,u(b) + I+‘(b) = 0 
referring to the endpoints of an interval [a, 61. 
As with Fourier series (the case L[u] = au,,), more general heat conduction 
equations u, = L[ u], and waue equations ut, = L[ u] can be easily solved by such 
expansions. For, given the initial values u(x,O) = Ecj4j(x), solutions satisfying 
the specified boundary conditions are 
U(X. t) = ZCjC*j'+j(X), U(X,t) = CCjf?+'~j(X), 
where kj’ = 5, the eigenvalue to which 4j corresponds. 
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The connection with integral equations is that f = L[u] is equivalent to 
u(x) = I b G(x,Y)~(Y) dy, (7.4) (1 
where G is the Green’s function. Likewise, when p = 1 (Liouville normal form), 
the eigenproblem for a Sturm-Liouville system is to solve 
W(x) = - I,<; G(xJMY) dy, (7.4’) 
and so the solution of L[u] + Au = f satisfies 
(7.4”) 
Another important class of integral equations arose in connection with the so- 
called Neumann method for solving the Dirichlet problem. The idea of this 
method was proposed by A. Beer in 1856 and again in 1865; see [Dieudonne 1981, 
41-461. It consisted in assuming the solution to be the potential .of a layer of 
“dipoles” normal to the bounding surface I, of unknown density u(Q), Q E I’. 
Specifically, writing this potential in the form 
0) = & I, u(Q) $ (;) dS(Q), r = 4P. Qh Q E r, (7.5) 
one obtains for the unknown density u the integral equation 
u(Q) + & I, =$, (+) 4Q*) dS(Q*) = 4(Q), C#J = u on I, Y* = d(Q, Q*). 
(7.6) 
Because of the term o(Q), the operator form of this “integral equation of the 
second kind” is 
(I + K)u = c#J. (7.7) 
Its solution should obviously be 
u = (I + K)-‘4 = c$ - I(# + K%#J - K34 + . . *. (7.7’) 
Using this idea, Carl Neumann (1832-1925) proved in 1870 a mathematical 
existence theorem for the Dirichlet problem (valid for convex bounded domains) 
by integral equation methods. He solved (7.6) iteratively (by “successive approxi- 
mation”), defining a0 = 4 and 
1 
un = (-ma,-, = - G I r un-] G r a (‘) dS = (-IL)“+. 
The result was the “Neumann series” (7.7’), first published in Berichte und 
Verhandlungen der Stichsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften (1870), and in 
more detail in Untersuchungen iiber das logarithmische und Newton’sche Poten- 
tial [(Leipzig: Teubner, 1877)]. 
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It was not until 1888 that Paul du Bois-Reymond (1831-1889) suggested the 
name “integral equation” and pointed out that, since these equations arise from 
partial differential equations, the latter could probably be handled successfully if 
one only had a general theory of integral equations. (See Journal fiir die reine und 
angewandte Mathematik 102, 204-229; also [Birkhoff 1973, Chap. 131.) 
A related equation then in the center of interest was the Helmholtz equation 
V2u + k’u = 0 (7.8) 
and its spectral theory. Already in 1869, using variational ideas, H. Weber 
[Mathematische Annalen 1, l-361 had tried to prove the existence of a basis of 
eigenfunctions in a general domain. Essentially, Weber’s variational approach 
was based on a variant of Riemann’s “Dirichlet principle,” and so was subject to 
the same Weierstrassian criticism. 
We have already mentioned Poincare’s solution in 1890 of the Dirichlet problem 
by his “mPthode du balayage.” In that paper, he also discussed the eigenproblem 
for the Laplace operator, but only solved the analogous matrix eigenproblem. In 
1894 he published a second major paper [Poincare 1950-1956 9, 123-1961, in 
which he established a spectral theory for the Helmholtz equation (7.8) in a 
general domain LR C iw3 and u( an = 1, by proving (with as much rigor as was 
customary and possible at that time) the existence of a basis of orthogonal eigen- 
functions. He did this by using Picard’s results of 1893 on a modified Neumann 
method, an extension of an “a priori inequality” from his own 1890 paper, and a 
method used by H. A. Schwarz in his fundamental paper on minimal surfaces, 
published in 1885 [32]. 
Le Roux and Volterra. The first mathematicians to establish existence and 
uniqueness theorems for general classes of integral equations were J. M. Le Roux 
[33] and Vito Volterra [34, 351. Although their methods were very similar, and Le 
Roux’s paper was published first, Volterra’s work was far more influential be- 
cause it included an explicit solution formula and emphasized a guiding principle: 
the analogy with systems of linear algebraic equations. 
Indeed, in 1896 Volterra created a general theory of integral equations of the 
form 
$4~) - 1; k(s, r)+(t) dt = f(s) (7.9) 
with unknown 4, given f, and given kernel k, which can be any continuous func- 
tion. Since we may assume that k vanishes when t > s, it has triangular support 
and thus corresponds to a triangular coefficient matrix. Although one can no 
longer obtain the solution in finitely many steps, simple iteration still converges 
exponentially, so that existence and uniqueness are relatively easy to prove. 
Volterra used an expansion in terms of iterates and the idea of the resoluent 
kernel (which in special cases had been employed before by J. Caque in 1864 
[Journal de Mathe’matiques 9 (2), 185-2221 and by E. Beltrami [Rendiconti dell’ 
Istituto Lombard0 di Scienze e Lettere (Milan) 13(2) (1880), 327-337; and Me- 
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morie della R. Accademia delle Scienze dell’lstituto di Bologna 8(4) (1887), 291- 
326]), in order to express the solution in terms of an integral equation of the 
second kind. He proved that the series involving the iterated kernels converges 
uniformly and the solution thus obtained is unique. 
Fredholm. The decisive papers on integral equations were written by Ivar 
Fredholm (1866-1927), who received his Ph.D. at Uppsala in 1898 and then be- 
came an assistant of Mittag-Leffler and later his colleague at Stockholm. After his 
visit in Paris, where he got in touch with Poincare, Fredholm developed his 
famous theory of “Fredholm equations of the second kind” (a name given later by 
Hilbert): 
44x1 - A (,” KLYMY) dy = f(x). (7.10) 
He announced it in 1900 [Birkhoff 1973, 4371 [36] and published it in full in 1903 
[Acta Mathematics 27, 365-390; Birkhoff 1973, 449-4651 [37]. Using Poincare’s 
work as a starting point, but avoiding any function-theoretic arguments, he em- 
ployed as the basic idea of his approach the replacement of the integral by 
Riemann sums, the solution of the resulting system of n linear algebraic equations 
by determinants and passage to the limit as n + ~0. In this last step, Fredholm 
expanded his determinant in a series of principal minors, as had been done earlier 
by H. von Koch (1896). He defined his “determinant” of the kernel 
and his “first minor” 
where 
k (C: 1 : ’ ’ ’ ,“l” = det(kij), kij = k(xi, yj), i,j = 1, . . . , n. . ., 
In the convergence proof, Fredholm used Hadamard’s famous determinant in- 
equality of 1893 [Bulletin de la SocitW mathbmatiques 17(2), 390-3981, which 
states that the “volume” of an “n-dimensional parallelepiped” cannot exceed 
the product of the lengths of the n edge vectors. Fredholm proved that D(A) and 
D(x, y, A) are entire functions of A, as had been conjectured by Poincare. 
In full analogy to the theory of finite systems of linear algebraic equations, he 
then answered all questions concerning the solvability of (7.10) with continuous 
kernel, by establishing what became later known as the “Fredholm alternative,” 
that is, for any A, either (A) or (B) holds: 
Case (A). If A is not a zero of D(A), then (7.10) has precisely one solution, 
which, in terms of Fredholm’s “noyau re’soluant” [resolvent kernel] 
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can be written 
R(x, y. A) = 
D(x, y, h) 
D(A) ’ 
w = f(x) + A i,” Mx, y, h)f(y) dy. (7.11) 
In this case, the homogeneous equation 
44.4 - A I,: 4x, yMy) dy = 0 (7.12) 
has only the trivial solution 4 = 0. 
Case (B). If A is a zero of D(A) of order m, then (7.12) has at least one nontrivial 
solution and at most m linearly independent ones. In this case (7.10) is not always 
solvable, but only for those f which satisfy the “orthogonality conditions” 
for every solution I+ of the “transposed” homogeneous equation 
$44 - A 1,; k(y, d+(y) dy = 0. 
The remarkable simplicity of Fredholm’s methods contrasted with the methods 
used in earlier work on integral equations. His papers had the effect of moving 
these equations suddenly into the center of interest of contemporary mathematics. 
Fredholm’s work has become very significant in mathematical physics and as a 
starting point of general spectral theory. Last but not least, Neumann’s results 
were now obtained by a simple application of Fredholm’s theory, without further 
difficulty. 
8. HILBERT’S “INTEGRALGLEICHUNGEN” 
Fredholm’s sensational results quickly spread to Gottingen: 
In the winter of 1900-1901. the Swedish mathematician E. Holmgren reported in Hilbert’s 
seminar on Fredholm’s first publications on integral equations, and it seems that Hilbert 
caught fire at once. [Weyl, Bulletin of the Amerirun Murlwmuricu/ Society 50 (1944), 6451 
Just a year earlier, David Hilbert (1862-1943) had published his famous 
Grundlagen der Geometrie, reprinted in eight editions during his lifetime, and 
very influential in helping to popularize the axiomatic method. A few months 
earlier he had given his celebrated Paris talk on unsolved problems (see [Browder 
19761) and had sketched his vindication of the Dirichlet principle (cf. Section 6). 
His main work during the next decade would concern the theory of integral 
equations (IEs) and developments resulting from it. These achievements, together 
with his earlier brilliant work on invariant theory and algebraic number theory, 
would establish this reputation as the foremost mathematician of his generation 
after the death of Poincare in 1912. 
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Hilbert published his major contributions to IEs in the Gbrtinger Nuchrichten of 
1904-1910 in six articles. These papers were republished in book form [Hilbert 
19121, with a 20-page summary and an additional chapter on the theory of gases. 
Their contents will be the theme of this section. The work of Hilbert’s students 
and collaborators will be taken up in Section 9. 
Hilbert drew his intuitive inspiration directly from Carl Neumann, PoincarC, 
Picard, and Fredholm, and indirectly from Fourier, Liouville, Gauss, Green, 
Dirichlet, Riemann, and Weber. Presumably, having in mind Sturm-Liouville 
theory and the Helmholtz equation as well as the generalized Dirichlet principle 
which he had formulated by 1900 (see Section 6), Hilbert developed spectral 
theory. He did this first for Fredholm IEs of the second kind 
(b(s) - A /; k(s, t)&t) dt = f(s) (8.1) 
with continuous and symmetric kernel k (and continuous f) and later in much 
greater generality. 
Actually, Hilbert had already lectured on partial differential equations in 1895- 
1896, and his student Ch. A. Noble had published a paper on Neumann’s method 
(Section 7) based on Hilbert’s ideas in the G&finger Nachrichten (1896), 191-198. 
Starting in 1901, Hilbert lectured systematically on ideas about IEs, from which 
soon resulted three doctoral theses, by 0. D. Kellogg [38] in 1902, by his fellow- 
American Max Mason, and by A. Andrae in 1903. 
In 1904, when Hilbert began to publish his new theory, he was ready to an- 
nounce that he had entirely recast the spectral theory of self-adjoint differential 
equations: 
My investigation will show that the theory of the expansion of arbitrary functions by no 
means requires the use of ordinary or partial differential equations, but that it is the inregrol 
eyuation which forms the necessary foundation and the natural starting point of a theory of 
series expansion, and that those . developments in terms of orthogonal functions are 
merely special cases of a gene& integru/ rheorcpm . . . which can be regarded as a direct 
extension of the known algebraic theorem of the orthogonal transformation of a quadratic 
form into a sum of squares, . 
By applying my theorems there follows not only the existence of eigenfunctions in the most 
general case, but my theory also yields, in a simple form, a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of infinitely many eigenfunctions. [Hilbert 1913. 2-31 
Most important of Hilbert’s six papers on IEs are the first ( 1904) and the fourth 
(1906), and we shall concentrate on these (see also [Hilbert 1932-19351, as well as 
[Hellinger & Toeplitz 19271). 
Hifbert’sJirst paper concerned the IE (8.1) with continuous kernel k. Replacing 
the integral with Riemann sums, Hilbert obtained from (8.1) the finite system of 
algebraic equafions [p. 41 
4r;~k,,~,=~, S=l,. . . ,n. 
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He began by reproving some of Fredholm’s results and of his method of solution 
[pp. 10-131. 
In his further work he made the essential assumption that the kernel be symmet- 
ric, k(s, t) = k(t, s). He also assumed that the Fredholm determinant, 6(h) in his 
notation, has no multiple zeros. [This he later removed; cf. pp. 36-38.1 
Along with (8.2). he considered the quadratic forms [p. 41 
Qn(x) = i i k,,x,sx,. (8.3) 
which he later (in his fourth paper; p. 110) called “Abschnitte” [sections]. Empha- 
sizing principal axes reduction rather than determinants (as in von Koch’s work), 
Hilbert developed the “passage to the limit” as II --$ ~0 from the heuristic guiding 
principle it had been to Volterra and Fredholm into a method of proof. This limit 
process “worked”: it gave Hilbert the existence of at least one eigenvalue of the 
kernel (in modern terms: reciprocal eigenvalue of the homogeneous IE), the 
orthogonality of eigenfunctions $,,(s) [p. 171 and, by switching from [0, I] to [a, 61, 
the generalization of the principal axes theorem, namely [pp. 19, 201, 
(8.4) 
where the “Fourier coefficients” ofx and y with respect to the normalized “eigen- 
functions” I/J~ corresponding to A,, are given by 
(x, $d = 1: x(s)$J,,(s) ds, (Y, $,I = I,; Y(~~)$,(s) ds 
and the series converges absolutely and uniformly for all continuous and square- 
integrable x and y. 
Since Hilbert established (8.4) without presupposing the existence of eigen- 
values, he made (8.4) the key formula of this theory. He immediately concluded 
from it the existence of finitely many eigenvalues for kernels which are finite sums 
of continuous products of the form kj(s)l,(t), and for any other continuous sym- 
metric kernel the existence of countably infinitely many eigenvalues without accu- 
mulation point [p. 22; in present terms: which accumulate at zero]. 
Hilbert also showed [p. 241 that any functionfwhich can be represented in the 
form [39] 
f(s) = j-r k(s, t)g(t) df 
has an eigenfunction expansion 
(g continuous) 
f(s) = ,$, c,ifr,(s), cn = C./-v 6,). (8.5) 
which converges absolutely and uniformly. 
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On pages 30-35, he extended his theory beyond continuous kernels to those 
which have singularities “of order less than 4.” However, in order to obtain for 
ZEs thefull analogy to algebra, in which the eigenvalue ~0 (i.e., 0 in modern terms) 
plays no exceptional role, one would have to admit Lebesgue square-integrable 
eigenfunctions, as became apparent after the discovery of the Riesz-Fischer theo- 
rem (Section 10) in 1907. 
Hilbert’s second paper, which is not very relevant for our purpose, discusses 
applications to boundary value problems for self-adjoint ordinary and for elliptic 
differential equations. There, Hilbert relied on the existence of Green’s functions 
[pp. 42, 611 to act as kernels for his IEs. These functions are easy to construct for 
ordinary differential equations, but their construction may cause serious difficul- 
ties in the case of partial differential equations. 
Hilbert’sfourth paper on ZEs (published in 1906) marks the beginning of spec- 
tral theory in the modernfunctional analytic spirit and of the functional analytic 
approach to IEs as well. There, Hilbert created a general theory of “continuous” 
bilinear and quadratic forms independently of IEs, but applicable to large classes 
of them. His bridge [Bindeglied; p. 1771 between the two theories was an “ortho- 
go&es uollstiindiges Funktionensystem” (a complete orthogonal system of func- 
tions, an orthogonal basis of functions), such as the “trigonometric system” in a 
Fourier series, the completeness of such a system {+,,} being defined by the re- 
quirement that the “completeness relation” [p. 1771 
be valid for any continuous u and u. This concept generalizes the idea of Cartesian 
coordinates to infinite-dimensional “function spaces.” 
Hilbert showed that from any continuousf # 0 and continuous (not necessarily 
symmetric) kernel k in (8.1) with A = 1, one obtains an infinite system [p. 1651 
(8.6) 
such that ZZ$, and Zfi converge and each solution {x,} with convergent XX: 
yields a continuous solution + of (8.1); cf. pages 180-185. In this connection the 
real sequence space l2 appeared [pp. 125-1261 for the first time (not in this termi- 
nology or notation!) [40]. 
His search for the most general conditions under which the analog of the princi- 
pal axes theorem still holds in the infinite-dimensional case led Hilbert to the 
discovery of “complete continuity.” He called the infinite quadratic form 
Q(x) =c 2 kww, (k,, = kqp) p-l q=l (8.7) 
uollstetig [completely continuous] when 
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lim Q,,(x) = Q(x), II--X where Qn(x) = i i &,x,x, p-l y=l (8.8) 
uniformly for all x = {x,} such that Cxj s I. Complete continuity of a symmetric 
bilinear form he defined similarly. (This corresponds to what would later be called 
“weak topology” on abstract Hilbert space.) 
Generalizing orthogonal transformations to infinite dimension, that is [p. 1291, 
zc 
YP = c %YXY ($:;<=) (p= 1.2,. . .). q-1 
where 
he showed [pp. 148-1501 that any completely continuous quadratic form can be 
transformed to principal axes, 
(& the eigenvalues), 
by an orthogonal transformation, thus establishing the existence of (generally) 
countably many eigenvalues of Q and of a corresponding eigenbasis. 
Furthermore, he proved [pp. 165, 1701 that in the completely continuous case, 
the system (8.6) has all the essential properties of linear equations in finitely many 
unknowns. That is, either (8.6) has precisely one solution x = {x,} f 1’ for everyf 
= cf,} E l2 (in particularx = 0 whenf= 0); or the homogeneous system (f= 0) has 
finitely many linearly independent solutions, in which case the “transposed sys- 
tem” has the same number of linearly independent solutions, and (8.6) is solvable 
if and only iff satisfies the same number of linear relations. 
Bounded forms and their spectral theory make up the major part of Hilbert’s 
fourth paper on IEs. Hilbert defined [p, 1251 a quadratic form Q to be bounded if 
IQ,,(x)] 5 c (< 03) in (8.8) for all n and all x = {x,} such that Xxi s 1. On page 127 he 
stated that these forms are continuous (in the [‘-metric). 
In contrast to the completely continuous case, for bounded forms not com- 
pletely continuous the situation is radically different from that in the finite-dimen- 
sional case, mainly because of the possible occurrence of a “continuous spec- 
trum,” as was known from work by Stieltjes, Wirtinger, and others. Probably 
Hilbert’s most significant accomplishment in spectral theory was the discovery 
that an essential part of the theory of orthogonal transformations can be extended 
to infinite bounded forms, despite the complications caused by the continuous 
spectrum. Using ingenious new methods, by a limit process, Hilbert obtained 
from the finite-dimensional case the following results [pp. 11 l-1471. The vector x 
;,i;*} in (8.7) can be transformed orthogonally to x’ = {x6}, 5 = (5,) so that [p. 
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Here we sum over the point spectrum (the eigenvalues) and extend the (Stieltjes) 
integral over the “Streckenspektrum” s [the continuous spectrum] on the F-axis. 
The “spectral form” 
is a positive definite quadratic form which depends on the parameter p and whose 
value, for every fixed 5, increases with p in a monotone fashion from 0 to Zi$, and 
which, for all continuous functions U(P), satisfies the relations 
These suffice for a complete characterization of this form. 
As a simple consequence, Hilbert proved [p. 1471 that for a bounded form, the 
corresponding infinite system 
xp - A 2 kPyxy = 0 (p= 1,2,. . .) 
q=l 
is solvable in 1* if and only if A is an eigenvalue. Similarly, if A is not in the 
spectrum, the corresponding nonhomogeneous system (with the right-hand side in 
1’) has a unique solution [p. 1391, which is representable in terms of the “resolv- 
ent” [p. 1231, which in the present case is a bounded quadratic form depending 
analytically on A. 
In his summary paper [ Werke, Vol. III, No. 61, prepared in connection with the 
1908 International Congress of Mathematicians in Rome, Hilbert characterized his 
approach to spectra1 theory via forms as “providing a unified methodology for 
treating Algebra and Analysis.” For the further evolution of functional analysis, 
complete continuity and continuity of forms and functionals were probably most 
significant among all of Hilbert’s new ideas arising from IEs. 
To appreciate fully the progress achieved by Hilbert’s work, recall that only 
twenty years earlier, the existence proof of the fundamental frequency of a mem- 
brane (of a general shape) had required the greatest effort (H. A. Schwarz, 1885), 
and now one had constructive proofs for all eigenvalues and functions under 
rather general assumptions, with applications to differential equations, as given in 
Hilbert’s second and third papers on IEs. Hilbert’s work had also shown that 
essential to the spectral theory of an “integral operator” is its complete continuity 
rather than its representations in terms of integrals. We discuss some basic conse- 
quences of this discovery in Section 12. 
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9. THE HILBERT SCHOOL 
Hiibert’s theory of IEs and general spectral theory, which had been developed 
with “algebraization” as the guiding principle, was soon simplified, explored in 
greater detail, and extended by the many outstanding graduate students who were 
exposed and reacted to Hilbert’s ideas. The 69 doctoral theses (over 40 of them 
between 1900 and 1910) supervised by Hilbert included those of E. R. Hedrick 
(published in 1901), G. Hamel (1901), 0. D. Kellogg (1902). R. Fueter (1903), Max 
Mason (1903), E. Schmidt (1905), E. Hellinger (1907). H. Weyl (1908), A. Speiser 
(1909), A. Haar (1909), R. Courant (1910), E. Hecke (1910), H. Steinhaus (1911), 
and H. Bolza (1913). Hilbert’s active disciples also included 0. Toeplitz and E. 
Hilb. 
&hard Schmidt. Of all those just named, Erhard Schmidt (1876- 1959) probably 
made the greatest individual contribution to functional analysis, by giving a new, 
simplified approach to Hilbert’s theory of IEs with continuous kernel (in his 
doctoral thesis of 1905, published in 19071, and by developing a “geometrized” 
Hilbert space theory in 1908 [ 1907, 19081. 
In his thesis he gave a direct proof of the existence of the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of the IE (8.1) with continuous symmetric kernel k. He abandoned 
completely the reduction to principal axes and used no special properties of the 
integral beyond its linearity. The key for his existence proof of the eigenvalues 
was: 
a method , which, modeled after a famous proof of H. A. Schwarz [of 1885]. in terms of 
Fredholm’s formulas would amount to solving the equation D(h) = 0 by Bernoulli’s method 
[41]. From the existence theorem follow the expansion theorems . . without Hilbert’s 
assumption [42]. . The complications in Hilbert’s original approach caused by multiple 
zeros of. . . D(A) do not occur here. [Schmidt 1907, 4351 
Schmidt is of course referring to multiple eigenvalues. His method does not de- 
pend on any results by Fredholm or Hilbert. Instead, he used successive approxi- 
mation, the Schwarz and Bessel inequalities being his only tools in proving con- 
vergence. On page 442 he introduced the “Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization” and 
used orthonormal systems throughout. Schmidt’s method remained unsurpassed 
in simplicity and lucidity, and had great influence on further developments. 
Results similar to some of Schmidt’s were obtained independently by W. Stekloff 
[Annales de la FacultP des Sciences de Toulouse 6(2) (1905), 35 l-4751. 
Perhaps even more important was Schmidt’s paper of [ 19081. In it, following a 
suggestion of G. Kowalewski of Bonn (later Dresden). Schmidt introduced the 
geometric language now commonly used to describe Hilbert space. Whereas 
Hilbert had never used the word “space,” Schmidt spoke of “vectors in infinite- 
dimensional space” [p. 561 and “Geometrie in einem Funktionenraum” (also 
referring to FrCchet’s thesis and emphasizing the importance of the recently dis- 
covered Riesz-Fischer theorem). 
In terms of Hilbert sequence space I2 he gave a thorough discussion of the basic 
concepts of Hilbert space theory, notably inner product, norm, orthogonality, 
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orthogonal projection on closed subspaces [called by him “lineare Fanktionenge- 
bilde”; p. 631, basis, and the projection theorem [p. 641. In Chapter II [pp. 69-771, 
Schmidt applied his theory to infinite systems 
(a,; Z) = c &m-G = c,, (n = 1,2,. . .) (9.1) m-o 
with arbitrary a, = (u~,~) E I’, and gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a solution Z = (Z,,) E l?. These included earlier results by Hilbert 
(“Fourth paper,” 1906) and Toeplitz [Giittinger Nuchrichten (1907)] on bounded 
quadratic forms. 
He/finger and Toepplitz. Hilbert’s theory left unanswered the question for the 
analog of the eigenuectors in the case of the continuous spectrum. In 1909. J. 
Hellinger (1883-19SO), in Journal ffir die reine und ungewundte Mathematik 136, 
210-271, solved this problem by introducing his so-called eigend$ferentiuls. In 
1912, Hans Hahn [Monutsheftefiir Mathematik and Physik 23, 161-2241 simpli- 
fied Hellinger’s results and [on p. 2161 used them to obtain necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for the orthogonal equivalence of bounded quadratic forms 
(hence of bounded linear operators on I’) in terms of the eigenvalues and the 
eigendifferentials of the forms. (We discuss Hahn’s further work in Section 15.) 
As a simple alternative to Fredholm’s solution theory and Hilbert’s spectral 
theory of IEs based on bilinear and quadratic forms, E. Hellinger and 0. Toeplitz 
[ 19271 developed a theory of infinite bounded matrices, extending ideas by Cayley 
and Frobenius to infinite dimensions. Starting with a note in the Gotringer Nach- 
richten (1906), they presented the details in Mnthemutische Annulen 69 (1910), 
289-330. On pages 318-321 they proved a uniform boundedness theorem for 
linear forms (functionals) and on pages 321-326 the famous 
HELLINGER-TOEPLITZ THEOREM [43]. r’f a bilinear form 
4x3 Y) = p$, 4$ %lXPY, (UP4 = a,) (9.2) 
converges(say, underrowwisesummation)foreverypuirx = (x,),y = (y,)sutisfying 
then A is “bounded,” that is there is an M such that ]A(x. y)I 5 Mfor all those x 
and y. 
Hifb. In his second paper on IEs, after recalling that Sturm-Liouville theory 
can be related to IEs, Hilbert had observed that the same is possible for other 
boundary value problems and problems involving infinite intervals. Regarding the 
latter, in his 1908 Habilitationsschrift, published in Mathematische Annulen 66, 
l-66, E. HiIb (1882-1929) broke ground by studying two such singular problems 
in relation to Hilbert’s theory. 
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Weyf. A general theory of those singular problems was soon created by Her- 
mann Weyl (188%1955), the most notable of Hilbert’s students. In his doctoral 
thesis of 1908 [Weyl 1968 1, l-871 he began as follows: 
. . Prof. Hilbert [5. Mitteilung on IEs] has proved that if K(s.t) is any continuous 
symmetric function in a = s, t = b. the “homogeneous IE” 
0 = &S) - A c K(s,r)&r) dr 
[has infinitely many eigenvalues]. An analogous theorem will also still hold if we choose as 
the interval of integration not a . b but, say, 0 . C=Z provided then K(s.0 is sufficiently 
regular at infinity. On the other hand, examples of “kernels” K(s,rl can easily be found 
for which Hilbert’s rheoty is no longer valid. As Professor Hilbert emphasized in one of his 
lectures, the kernel cos(sr) deserves particular interest. [By] the Fourier integral theorem . . 
this kernel has at most the two eigenvalues +a, -%‘% . cos(st) has . . at infinity a 
high singularity, hence it is not surprising that also the IE [with this function as the kernel] is 
“singular. ” i.e., does not satisfy Hilbert’s theorems on eigenvalues. In order to make 
the . . singular behavior of IEs understood . we shall have to use . the more general 
tool of bounded quadratic forms about whose nature, information will be given by the 4. 
Mitteilung . . [Gdftinger Nachrichten 1906. pp. 157-2091 and recently by Mr. Hellinger’s 
Dissertation [of 19071. 
Here, “more general” means “more general than completely continuous.” In this 
thesis and in another paper of 1908 entitled “Singul%re Integralgleichungen” 
[Muthematische Annalen 66,273-324; Weyl 1968 1, 102-1531, Weyl gave condi- 
tions on K of a singular IE in order that the corresponding form be bounded, so 
that Hilbert’s spectral theory applies. 
In 1910, in his Hubilitationsschrift on ordinary differential equations, Weyl 
[Mathematische Annalen 68, 220-269; Weyl 1968 I, 248-2971 then extended 
Hilb’s results and discovered that the general singular Sturm-Liouville problem 
for an equation 
L[u] + hr.4 = 0, L[u] = (p(t)rr’)’ - q(t)u, (9.3) 
with p, q > 0 on [0, +m) (and a suitable condition at infinity) could be treated by 
results from his own thesis. Using two solutions, he constructed a Green’s func- 
tion on aJinite interval [0, a]. He then let a + +m and showed that Hilbert’s 
theory applied to the resulting singular IE, and that, moreover, the solution was in 
L2[0, +m). Furthermore, using Hellinger’s eigendifferentials, he generalized 
Fourier’s integral formula in a way that had been hoped for by Wirtinger in 1897 
and established in special cases by Hilb in 1908. Weyl’s Hubilitationsschrift is also 
the earliest work on unbounded operators, which were to play a central role in 
quantum mechanics about twenty years later (cf. Section 18). 
10. FREDERIC RIESZ (RIESZ FRIGYES) 
Of all the creators of functional analysis, the famous Hungarian mathematician 
Frederic Riesz (1880- 1956) made perhaps the most many-sided and seminal con- 
tributions. Educated in Zurich, Budapest, and Gottingen, and older brother of 
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another notable mathematician (Marcel Riesz, 1886-1969) he had a unique flair 
for establishing profound and original connections. In particular, he coordinated 
work of the Paris and Gottingen schools. His total activity in functional analysis 
spanned a 35year period (190%1939), followed by an impressive summary in his 
1952 book, co-authored with B. Szokefalvi-Nagy (now at Szeged) and later trans- 
lated into English [Riesz & Sz.-Nagy 19551. 
At the beginning of this period, we find Riesz as a high school teacher [Ober- 
schulfehrer] in a small country town (Leutschau, L&se) of about 7000 inhabitants; 
he obtained his first university position only in 1912 (at Klausenburg, Kolozsvar). 
In this section we review his pre-1912 contributions. 
Riesz received his doctoral degree in 1902 with a thesis on geometry [44] written 
in Hungarian (see [Riesz 1960, 1529-15571 for a French translation), the same year 
in which Lebesgue published his thesis on measure and integration (Section 5). 
Four years later, in his fourth paper on integral equations, Hilbert created his 
spectral theory of bounded quadratic forms in his “Hilbert space” model I?. He 
did this in greater generality than was needed for IEs with symmetric kernel and 
completely independent of the latter. The following year (still at Leutschau), 
Riesz discovered the famous Riesz-Fischer theorem and made it public [45] just 
four days after E. Fischer (at Brtinn) had presented practically the same result in 
his seminar. 
RIESZ-FISCHER THEOREM. Given any sequence {a;} of real numbers and any 
orthonormal system (4;) in L*[a, b], there exists a function f E L*[a, b] which has 
these real numbers as its “Fourier coefjcients” with respect to {$J;}, that is, 
I : f(x)+i(X) dx = ai i= 1,2,. . . , 
if and only if Zaf < 00. 
From this theorem it follows that the metric space L*[a,b] of all such functions 
is complete and separable, and isomorphic to the “Hilbert sequence space” l*. 
The Riesz-Fischer theorem provided a completely unexpected and enormously 
fruitful application of Lebesgue’s still new theory within developing “functional 
analysis,” and Riesz was to become second only after Lebesgue himself in show- 
ing the power of these new ideas and tools. As another consequence, the theorem 
paved the way for extending much of the theory of IEs from continuous to (Lebes- 
gue) square-integrable kernels and eigenfunctions. 
In the same year, Frechet [Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 
8 (1907), 433-4461 and Riesz [Comptes Rendus (Paris) 144 (1907), 1409-1411; 
Riesz 1960, 386-3881 obtained independently the representation 
U(f) = (fx) 
for any bounded linear functional U on the Hilbert space L2(n), where CR is the 
unit circle in Frechet’s work and is left unspecified in Riesz’ (but Riesz most likely 
had [a,b] in mind). It is of course easy to establish the analogous result in an 
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(axiomatically defined) abstract Hilbert space, as was done by Riesz in 1934- 1935 
[Acta Szeged 7, 34-38; Riesz 1960, 1150-l 1541. 
Two years later, in 1909, Riesz made a major advance in duality theory by 
tackling a substantially more difficult problem: the representation of bounded 
linear functionals A on the space C[a, b] by a Stieltjes integral in the form 
A(f) = j-)-W dc4x) (10.1) 
[Compfes Rendus (Paris) 149,974-977; Riesz 1960.400-4021. Here LY is a function 
of bounded variation on [a, b], with total variation equal to [(A/j, and can easily be 
made unique, as Riesz indicated (indirectly) on page 402, ibid. For example, a 
functional which cannot be represented by a Riemann integral is given by A(f) = 
f(xo) with fixed x0 E [a,b]; it is, however. represented by (10.1) with 
a(x) = 1 0 ifx <x0 1 if x 2 x0. 
In this way, Riesz solved definitively the problem attacked by Hadamard and 
Frechet in 1903-1904 (Section 5), indicating connections to Haar’s Gottingen 
thesis of 1909 and to Hadamard’s work of 1903 on page 402, ibid. [46]. Riesz was 
surely aware that the present problem was basically different in nature from that 
in a Hilbert space: (Y is not from the same space asf, since it may have discontinui- 
ties, so that one can no longer relate functionals A to elements in that space 
CL bl. 
It is curious that Stieltjes’ idea [47] of integrating with respect to a general 
“mass distribution,” without requiring a density, remained practically unnoticed 
for 15 years until Riesz used it. A close observer of the Gottingen scene, Riesz 
may have got the first impetus in this direction from a short remark by Hilbert 
[1912, 1091. Riesz’ elegant work of 1909 sparked further development basic to the 
theory of integration, by J. Radon [Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissen- 
schaften, Wien, IIa 122 (1913), 1295-14381 and many others. 
Spaces Lp and P and their duals. In his 1908 paper [Schmidt 19081 (cf. Section 
9), E. Schmidt had discussed systems of countably many linear equations 
(10.2) 
with any given6 = (A,,) E I? and given scalars cj. He gave necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of solutions .$ E I2 of (10.2). 
After a preliminary announcement in 1909 [Comptes Rendus (Paris) 148, 1303- 
13051 [48], Riesz initiated and developed LP-space theory in 1910. He extended 
Schmidt’s results from p = 2 to general p, 1 < p < + M, hence from Hilbert space 
to other Banach spaces. His 1910 paper “Untersuchungen uber Systeme integrier- 
barer Funktionen” [Mathematische Annalen 69, 449-497; Riesz 1960, 441-4891 
concerned the solution of countably (or even uncountably) many equations of the 
form 
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I 
c~.fJX)S(X) dx = Cj ci E J) (10.3) 
with givenh E Z/‘[a,b] and given scalars cj. Riesz was looking for a solution 5 E 
Lq[a,b]; here l/p + l/q = 1, p > 1. For p = 2, he noted that his results could be 
obtained from Schmidt’s by the Riesz-Fischer theorem. More importantly, Riesz 
clearly recognized that “in very general cases, decisive criteria can be developed 
only . . . since the concept of an integral underwent Lebesgue’s ingenious and 
felicitous [gcisrreiche und gfiickliche] extension.” 
Although Riesz did not use the words “dual” or “conjugate” space, employing 
his theory of solutions of (10.3), on page 475 he showed that for 1 < p < +m, the 
spaces Lp[a, 61 and Lq[a, 61 with 4 as above are dual. Of course, he stated [p. 4551 
and used both Holder’s and Minkowski’s inequalities, referring in this connection 
[pp. 452,455] to a short note by E. Landau [Gtiftinger Nuchrichten (1907), 25-271 
containing the only results on linear forms on lp with arbitrary p (>l) known at 
that time. On page 452 he indicated that the sequence spaces lp could be treated 
similarly (as he demonstrated later in his book of 1913, to which we turn in Section 
12). 
On pages 464-466, Riesz defined strong convergence of a sequence M} to fin 
LP[a, bl by 
lim r If(x) - J(x)Ip & = 0 ttu 0 
(as has since become standard), and weak convergence of g} to f in a fashion 
which he showed to be equivalent to the nowadays familiar 
Riesz defined a transformation to be “uollstetig” [completely continuous] if it 
transforms every weakly convergent sequence into a strongly convergent se- 
quence [p. 4871 and noted that this is equivalent to Hilbert’s definition of complete 
continuity (cf. Section 8). 
Riesz was well aware of the general significance of his results, and put them into 
perspective by saying [p. 4521: 
In this paper the assumption of square integrability is replaced by that of the integrability of 
]~(x)]p. . . [For each p > I] the role of the class [L?] is here taken over by two classes [LPI 
and [W-r)]. . . . The investigation of these classes of functions will shed particular light on 
the real and seeming advantages of the exponent p = 2; and one can also claim that it will 
yield useful material for an axiomatic study of these function spaces. 
11. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN 1914 
Hilbert’s Grundziige einer ullgemeinen Theorie der lineuren Integrulglei- 
chungen appeared in 1912. So did two other books on the same subject, by 
Heywood and Frechet (with a preface by Hadamard) and Lalesco (with a preface 
by Picard). B&her’s introductory Cambridge tract, and a concise survey by Korn, 
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had appeared 2-3 years earlier. So it seems that by 1912 the theory of IEs had 
matured considerably. Because of the continuing influence of this theory on func- 
tional analysis, we will next review some opinions about its status as of that time. 
We subscribe to A. Korn’s statement, made in 1914, that “the young field of 
linear integral equations, although some of its leading developers [Huupturrtrrter] 
have moved in strongly divergent directions, was born and grew under the star of 
the method of successive approximations, in particular under the star of Schwarz’ 
Weierstruss-Festschrift [ 1885, on minimal surfaces; Gesammelte muthernutische 
Abhandlungen 1, 223-2691 and the creations of Picard, Poincare, and Volterra” 
[49]. (Korn then proceeded to solve two problems by that method. One was the 
conformal mapping of a smooth portion of a surface into the plane, previously 
solved by E. E. Levi (1907) and L. Lichtenstein (1911) in terms of a linear integral 
equation. The other was the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation in an 
elliptical disk “which can also be reduced to a linear integral equation, but of a 
kind that c’annot be solved immediately by Fredholm-Hilbert methods, whereas 
the application of the method of successive approximations presents no essential 
difficulties.“) 
To establish conclusions like those of Korn (and Hilbert) with “Weierstrassian 
rigor’ ’ is an extremely tedious, if necessary, task. To prove rigorously the exis- 
tence of a Green’sfunction. assumed by Green, Dirichlet, and Riemann on intui- 
tive grounds, is easy in one dimension, but requires very sharp thinking in the 
plane, and is extraordinarily difficult in three or more dimensions. Thus in II 2 4 
dimensions, the Green’s function of the Dirichlet problem is not even square- 
integrable. The temptation to rely on “well-known” results is almost irresistible! 
Yet Hadamard and Lebesgue had constructed striking examples of boundary 
conditions for the Dirichlet problem, for the treatment of which Hilbert’s methods 
were inadequate (see Section 6). To an unu/yst. moreover. Hilbert’s purely (I/SLJ- 
hruic reformulation of Sturm-Liouville theory and other eigenfunction expansion 
problems (in terms of infinite quadratic forms) may have appeared to emphasize 
the wrong ideas. Finally, his methods were at first limited to linear, self-adjoint 
problems, a restriction that seemed undesirable (if not unnatural) to many func- 
tional analysts [50]. 
Volterru and Hudumnrd. While Hilbert and his followers were making dramatic 
progress in developing the spectral theory of symmetric integrul operators (asso- 
ciated with self-adjoint differential equations and boundary conditions). by “alge- 
braic” methods, a number of French and Italian mathematicians were extending 
the basic concepts of analysis in very different directions. Under the leadership of 
Volterra and Hadamard, they were considering general operators on all kinds of 
function spaces, while Frechet continued to experiment with a host of topologies 
on these spaces. 
Volterra’s ideas, around’ 1913, are clearly explained in his two monographs, 
“Lecons sur les Fonctions de Lignes” (lectures of 1910 at Rome) and “Lecons 
sur les Equations Integrales et les Equations Integro-differentielles” (lectures of 
1912 at the Sorbonne). In the first of these (written up by Joseph Peres). Chapter 
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III relates “functions of lines” to the calculus of variations, citing a remark of 
Frechet (Annuli di Matematica 11, 187) and a “remarkable Thesis of Paul Levy,” 
besides Volterra’s own works. The latter concerns “equations with functional 
derivatives” even more general than the integro-differential equations which were 
the central theme of Volterra’s two monographs. 
Characteristically, the main thrust of Volterra’s books was to subject new nutu- 
ral phenomenu to mathematical formulation and analysis. These phenomena in- 
cluded deformations of elastic materials and heredity in population biology (see 
Volterra’s Chapter VIII). One can imagine applications in mechanical engineering 
to “work-hardening” and in solid mechanics to “creep” as subjects which could 
be treated qualitatively by formulas like Volterra’s. Whereas Volterra was doing 
and stimulating much work on IEs and especially integro-differential equations 
during this period, Hadamard was more interested in applying the “calcul fonc- 
tionnel” to variational problems. We will discuss this in Section 13. 
Moore, B&her, und Evuns [51]. In the United States, Eliakim Hastings Moore 
(1862-1932) and Maxime B&her (1867-1918) were the two leading experts in the 
theory of integral equations. Both had studied European work attentively, but 
from very different standpoints. 
Moore stated his opinions forcefully in a 1912 survey article [Bnlletin of the 
American Mathemuticul Society 18, 334-3621. Like Hilbert. he thought that “the 
theory of linear integral equations . . . has its tap root in the classical analogies 
between an algebraic sum, the sum of an infinite series, and a definite integral” 
[pp. 334-3351. However, like Volterra and Hadamard, he had more grandiose 
ambitions, asserting that “the general theory of linear integral equations is merely 
a division in . . . a certain form of general analysis” [p. 3401. He had explained 
what he meant by general analysis in his Colloquium Lectures of 1906 (published 
in 1910). There he had mentioned [p, 31 Hilbert’s 1906 “theory of functions of 
denumerably many variables” as “another step in this direction” (of general 
analysis), then citing Frechet’s “more general theory,” also of 1906: 
M. Frechet has given, with extensive applications. an abstract generalization of a consider- 
able part of Cantor’s theory . and of the theory of continuous functions. 
He also paid especial tribute [p. 3431 to papers by Pincherle, which he inter- 
preted as applicable to “Fredholm’s integral equation in General Analysis.” 
B&her was primarily interested in integral equations because of their relevance 
to Sturm-Liouville problems. He had written the [EMW] article about these in 
1900, eight years after completing a Prize Dissertation at Gottingen on “The series 
expansions of potential theory.” 
Perspective on the status of the theory of integral equations in 1912 is provided 
by the papers of B&her, E. H. Moore, and B&her’s student G. C. Evans in the 
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians held in Cambridge, 
England [Vol. I. pp. 163-195, 230-255, 387-3961. Whereas the Riesz brothers 
attended this Congress, neither Hilbert, Schmidt, Felix Klein, nor Weyl was 
there. 
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B&her’s invited address treated only one-dimensional boundary value (i.e., 
two-endpoint) problems. For these, he attributed the “method of successive ap- 
proximations” to Liouville (1840). He also discussed variational methods (in his 
Section 8), before taking up “the method of integral equations” (Section 9), with 
emphasis on “Hilbert’s beautiful theory of integral equations with real symmetric 
kernels.” He left it to “Dr. Toeplitz’s forthcoming book on integral equations” to 
discuss “linear boundary problems” in more than one dimension. 
For Sturm-Liouville systems, he observes that “the mere fact of an infinite 
number of. . . eigenvalues (“characteristic numbers”) (proved for instance un- 
der certain restrictions in Hilbert’s 5th Mitteilrrng) is an even more obvious corol- 
lary of Sturm’s work.” Later [p. 1901, he pays tribute to A. Kneser [Mathe- 
mat&he Annalen 58 (1903), 81-147; 60 (1905), 402-4231 as having “completely 
and satisfactorily settled . . . all the more fundamental questions concerning the 
development of an arbitrary function in a Sturm-Liouville series.” 
B&her considers the 1908 paper of G. D. Birkhoff [52] as constituting “the 
essential advance,” because it covers the nth order case, observing somewhat 
caustically that “the method was rediscovered by Blumenthal” (in 1912), and that 
Hilb had obtained a “very special case of Birkhoff’s result . . . by essentially the 
same method” in Mathematische Anncrlen 71 (191 I), 76-87. 
Only then does he acknowledge Hilbert’s “remarkable application of integral 
equations to this development problem,” under “extremely restrictive” condi- 
tions, weakened by Kneser [Mathematische Anna/en 63 (1907), 477-5241. He 
then pays tribute to Haar’s Gottingen Thesis of 1909 [Ibid. 69 (1910), 331-371; 71 
(191 I), 38-531, which covered the expansion of arbitrary continrrous functions. 
In his conclusion, B&her states: 
Of the methods invented during the last few years undoubtedly that of integral equations is 
the most far-reaching and powerful. This method would seem however to be chiefly valuable 
in two or more dimensions where many of the simplest questions are still to be treated. 
In one dimension where we now have to deal with finer questions older 
methods have proved to be more serviceable. 
and he emphasizes the “present vitality of these [older] methods.” 
Subsequent to his talk of 1912 at the International Congress in Cambridge (see 
above), G. C. Evans gave a survey on “Functionals and Their Applications” at 
the 1916 Cambridge Colloquium of the AMS which is concerned with functionals 
and integral equations and documents the extent to which the main ideas of 
Volterra, Hadamard, Frechet, Riesz, B&her and Moore were slowly gaining 
genera1 recognition in the United States at that time. Interestingly. the companion 
article in this volume, by 0. Veblen, deals with combinatorial (not point-set!) 
topology arising from Poincare’s work of 1895-1900. 
12. RIESZ’ SPECTRAL THEORY AND COMPACT OPERATORS 
F. Riesz’ next major contribution of interest to us here is his book of 1913, 
entitled Les SystPmes d’.!&uations LinPaires d une Infinite’ d’lnconnues (Paris: 
Gauthier-Villars; in [Riesz 1960, 829-1016]. Its Preface states that “our subject is 
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not part of the Theory offunctions properly speaking. It should rather be consid- 
ered as . . . a first stage in the theory of functions of infinitely many variables.” 
Motivated by interest in orthogonal functions, integral equations, and operators. 
Riesz developed a conceptually different approach to Hilbert’s spectral theory of 
1906, replacing Hilbert’s continuous forms by bounded linear operators [subsjitu- 
tions lin&ires] on the “espace hilbertien” l2 [Riesz 1960, 9121, a setting and 
method that were to become standard. In this revision, “continuity” and “com- 
plete continuity” are given more prominent roles. On page 913, Riesz defines 
strong convergence of a sequence {xp} (n = 1, 2, . . .) in l2 by Xlxk - ,$‘I2 + 0 
and “convergence au sens ordinaire” by x!J” + xk for every k. He calls [p. 9301 a 
bounded linear operator A “completely continuous” if A maps any convergent 
sequence onto a strongly convergent one, and shows that this is equivalent to 
Hilbert’s “complete continuity” [53]. 
Next he introduces basic concepts and facts from spectral theory, such as 
convergence of sequences of operators [p. 9411, spectral value [p. 9481, resolvent, 
holomorphic character of the resolvent [p. 9511, etc. For continuous real-valuedf 
and self-adjoint bounded linear A he definesf(A) and obtains [p. 9711 a spectral 
representation, written in the now usual form 
f(A 1 = In:-,, J-Cd dE,, (12.1) 
where [m, M] C [w is the shortest interval containing the spectrum of A, and (Eh) 
is the spectral family associated with A. 
Compact operators. In a basic paper on “linear functional equations,” written 
and submitted in 1916, but not published until 1918 [Acta Mathematicu 41,71-98; 
in Riesz 1960, 1053-10801 [54], Riesz created his famous theory of compact opera- 
tors [551. Since he developed this theory on general Banach spaces, just as in his 
D-space theory (Section 10) he no longer had available the powerful machinery 
connected with orthogonality. In the Introduction, he stated: 
The present paper treats the inverse problem for a certain class of linear transformations of 
continuous functions. The most important concept applied in this connection is that of a 
compact set (here, especially, a compact sequence), introduced by Frechet into general 
topology [in die allgeneine Mengenlehre]. . This concept permits an especially simple 
and felicitous definition of a completely continuous [uollsfetigen] transformation. which is 
essentially modeled after a similar definition of Hilbert. . 
The restriction to continuous functions made in this paper is not essential. The reader 
familiar with the more recent investigations on various function spaces will recognize imme- 
diately the more general applicability of the method; he will also notice that certain among 
those, such as the square integrable functions and Hitbert space of infinitely many dimen- 
sions, still admit simplifications, whereas the seemingly simpler case treated here may be 
regarded as a test case [Prtifstein] for the general applicability [of the method]. 
That “seemingly simpler case” is C[u,b], but Riesz developed everything in 
terms of the norm concept, and C[a,b] hardly occurs in the formulas. Moreover, 
on the next page [p. 721, Riesz introduced (in 1916!) what were to become axioms 
for a Banach space six years later, saying: 
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We call the totality [of continuous functions on [n,b]] to be considered afincrion space 
[Funktionulrclum]. We call the maximum of If(x)] the norm off(x) and denote it by ]],fl]: hence 
]]fl] is generally positive, and is zero only whenf(x) vanishes identically. Furthermore 
Il(:f~x)ll = I(.1 llf(.uN: ll.fi + .fll 5 Ilf II + Il.tlll 
By the dismncc off; .f: we understand the norm ]]f; - .fi]] = ]].fi - .f,]]. 
On page 74 he defined a continuous linear operator to be copnpact [vollstetig] if 
it transforms every bounded sequence into a compact sequence. He essentially 
derived a general spectral theory of compact linear operators on Banach spaces, 
obtaining Fredholm’s general theorems as special cases. Indeed, he showed that 
the set of the eigenvalues of a compact operator A is at most countable, that A = 0 
is the only possible point of accumulation of the eigenvalues, and that every A # 0 
in the spectrum of A is an eigenvalue, with finite-dimensional eigenspace [56]. 
Hence, the null space of A<, j = 1, 2, . . . (Ah = A - XI, A # 0) is finite- 
dimensional; furthermore, the range of A{ is closed, and so on. (For the 
“Fredholm alternative,” see p. 86.) Riesz’ results on the exceptional role of A = 0 
also explained puzzling earlier results on integral equations of the first kind in 
terms of the facts that then one may encounter an infinite-dimensional null space 
or a range which is not closed or is not of finite codimension. 
Riesz’ results and proofs underwent no substantial revision or extension in the 
further evolution of the theory of bounded linear operators: only some results on 
adjoint operators were added in 1928 by T. H. Hildebrandt [Acta Mathematics 51, 
31 l-3181 and in 1930 by J. Schauder [Strrdiu Mathematics 2, 183-1961. For this 
reason, this theory is often called the Riesz-Schauder theory. 
13. “FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS” IS NAMED 
Hadamard and Frechet continued to promote functional analysis for at least two 
decades after Frtchet’s thesis appeared. Thus Hadamard published an influential 
article on “le calcul fonctionnel” in L’Enseignement MathPmatique in 1912 
[Hadamard 1968, 4, 2253-22661. As was usual in his pronouncements about this 
subject, what he said was philosophical and nontechnical. Characteristic of his 
opinions were the following statements: 
The functional continuum . offers no simple visualization [imuge] to our spirit, . . 
Geometric intuition teaches us nothing u priori. We are forced to remedy this ignorance, and 
we can only do so analytically, in creating for applications to the functional continuum a 
chapter of set theory. 
If one wants to continue to follow, in regard to functions, the same path that was traversed 
for numbers. it will remain: 
I” To think of functions themselves. not as defined specifically. but as being continuously 
varied: 
2” To subject them, not just to two or three of certain operations but to more or less 
arbitrary ones. 
The branch of Mathematics whose aim is thus defined is what is today called,func.tionul 
culculus [calcul fonctionnel]. 
It results from the preceding considerations that one should see in it the sequel and natural 
consequence of the infinitesimal Calculus itself and of the current of ideas to which it gave 
birth. 
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Somewhat later in this article, he emphasized what had become his own special 
interest in functional analysis: 
The calculus of variations is for functional operations what differential calculus is for 
functions. 
FrPchet. Pursuing Hadamard’s ideas, Frechet introduced the FrPchet differen- 
tial in a series of papers, of which the first was published in 1909 and the last in 
1925 under the title “On the notion of differential in General Analysis” 1571. His 
steady stream of papers, expatiating on the general ideas of Hadamard, included 
two in Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 15 (1914), 135-161, and 
16 (1915), 215-234, and one on “the dimension of an abstract set” in Muthe- 
matische Annalen 68 (1910), 145-168. In this paper, a set of topological spaces (each 
being a subset of a “classe (L)“) is quasi-ordered by the relation “S is homeomor- 
phic to a subset of T.” This paper illustrates the extreme generality of many of 
Frechet’s ideas, which unfortunately often had the weakness of extreme general- 
ity: that of having few useful properties. Frechet’s very enthusiasm for generaliza- 
tion may have been a liability: his prolific writings often obscured his long-range 
objectives. 
Another promising young functional analyst pursuing Hadamard’s ideas was R. 
G$teaux. He wrote three notes and three papers on functionals and abstract 
differentiation in 1913 and 1914. He was killed in the first months of World War I. 
L&y. Hadamard had encouraged his students Paul Levy (1886-1971) and 
Joseph Peres (1890- 1963) to assist Volterra just before World War I. After the war, 
Levy edited the three papers by Gateaux mentioned above, which were published 
in the Bulletin de la SociPtP Mathe’matique de France 47 (1919), 70-96, and 50 
(1922), I-21. The “Giteaux differential,” defined under even weaker assumptions 
than the “Frechet derivative,” had considerable influence on later work in this 
area. 
More substantial was Levy’s book “Lecons d’Analyse Fonctionnelle” (Paris: 
Gauthier-Villars, 1922), prefaced by Hadamard. The first part of the book, enti- 
tled (in French) “The foundations of the functional calculus,” divides the “culcul 
fonctionnel” [on p. 51 into “algPbre fonctionnelle” and “unalyse fonctionnelle” 
(functional analysis, here named for the first time). The first of these includes 
“problems whose unknowns are ordinary functions,” and the second “problems 
whose unknowns are functionals.” As a typical problem of “functional analysis,” 
he considers the variation 6G in the Green’s function G&;[) of the Dirichlet 
problem for a domain CI with variations 6x, 86, and 6R in X. 5, and the boundary I 
= XI of 0. Levy soon turned his attention to probability theory, where his book 
Calcul des ProbabilitPs [1925] contains an appendix on “probability in abstract 
spaces,” written in the spirit of Frechet and foreshadowing Kolmogoroff’s 
Grundbegriffe der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung of 1933. Much later, in 1951, he 
issued a revised edition of his book. Part IV of this edition, dealing with “analytic 
functionals,” the theory of which had been created by L. Fantappie (beginning 
around 1925) and F. Pellegrino, may be regarded as the final expression of the 
“Volterra-Hadamard school.” 
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Peres. In 1924, P&&co-authored with Volterra a book, LeGons sur la Composi- 
tion et.les Fonctions Permutables, also published by Gauthier-Villars. This some- 
what meandering monograph applied operational methods to convolution formu- 
las, with special reference to methods of E. T. Whittaker and N. E. Norlund. 
G. C. Evans. During the years 1910-1926 the “calcul fonctionnel” of Hada- 
mard and Frechet as well as Volterra’s theories of integral operators was also 
being actively developed in the United States, where the connections with E. H. 
Moore’s General Analysis were appreciated. We have already mentioned (in Sec- 
tion 11) Evans’ Colloquium Lectures of 1916. In addition, Evans and P. J. Daniel1 
translated Volterra’s Rice Institute Lectures of 1917. Daniel1 also constructed a 
very original theory of integration in infinite-dimensional space, which influenced 
the thinking of Norbert Wiener among others [58]. 
Norbert Wiener (1894-1964) made at least three significant contributions to 
functional analysis in the 1920s. Among these, most lasting was his construction 
of a countably additive “Wiener measure” in the space of all continuous functions 
on Iw. He sketched this construction, which was to become the cornerstone of his 
“generalized harmonic analysis” and of the theory of Gaussian stochastic pro- 
cesses, in three notes of 1920-1921. These notes published in the Annals of 
Mathematics and the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science (USA) 7, 
253-260; 294-298 (see also [Wiener 1976- , 1, 435-454]), and the fuller ac- 
counts in the Journal of Mathematics and Physics [2, 131-1741, Proceedings of 
the London Mathematical Society 22, 454-467 (see also [Wiener 1976- , 1, 
455-512]), refer copiously to Frechet, Gateaux, Levy, and E. H. Moore. 
14. POINT-SET TOPOLOGY ADVANCES 
Frechet’s attempt of 1906 to characterize nonmetric properties of convergence 
common to sequences of points and sequences of functions (cf. Section 5) led him 
to a very general concept of limit space [“classe (L)“; p. 5 of his thesis]. This 
concept made possible simple and useful definitions of separability and (sequen- 
tial) compactness, as well as of the concept of a derived set, basic for the studies 
of Cantor and Baire. However, in the context of function spaces, the notion of a 
derived set leads to a tangled web of possibilities with no good way out. This in 
spite of the ingenuity of Baire’s thesis and the fruitful concept of Baire category. 
Almost simultaneously, a more promising axiomatic approach to point-set to- 
pology (general topology) was sketched by F. Riesz in 1906 (published in 1907; 
[Riesz 1960, 110-1541) [59] and summarized in 1908 in the Atti of the International 
Congress, Rome, Vol. 2, pp. 18-24 (see also [Riesz 1960, 155-1611). 
As his central concept, Riesz axiomatized the notion of “Verdichtungsstelle” 
or accumulation point (not condensation point!) in modern terms, as follows. For 
each subset M and point p, it is defined whether p is an acccumulation point of M 
or not (is “isolated”), and this association satisfies the four axioms [Riesz 1960, 
1191: 
1. Finite sets have no accumulation points. 
2. An accumulation point p of a set M is also an accumulation point of any set 
containing M. 
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3. If M is partitioned into M, and M2, then any accumulation point of M is also 
an accumulation point of MI or MT (or both). 
4. For an accumulation point p of M and a point 4 # p there is a subset M* of M 
such that p is an accumulation point of M* but 4 is not. 
In terms of accumulation points, Riesz then defined [pp. 120-1211 the notions of 
neighborhood, interior point, boundary point, open set, derived set, etc., and 
showed that his axioms implied the expected properties. Furthermore [p. 1221, he 
gave a formulation for the concept of connectedness previously discussed by C. 
Jordan [Cows, 18931 and A. Schoenflies [Mathematische Annafen 58 (1904), 
195-2341. Increasing general interest in point-set topology and its rapid develop- 
ment since 1900 is in part reflected in the second edition [I9131 of the Schoenflies 
Bericht on point-set theory, which profited greatly from critical remarks by 
Brouwer and from the close collaboration between Schoenflies and Hahn. 
L. E. J. Brouwer (1881-1966), at about this same time, had just made several 
famous discoveries: his fixed point theorem (cf. Section 16), the invariance of 
dimension of iw” (i.e., iw” and 1w” with m # n are not homeomorphic; Mathe- 
matische Annalen 70 (191 l), 161-165), the invariance of domain and a proof of the 
extension of Jordan’s curve theorem to l%” [Mathematische Annalen 71 (1912), 
305-3131. 
Hans Hahn (1879-1934) of Vienna, later the founder of the Viennese school of 
topology and functional analysis of the 1920s and I93Os, was originally interested 
in the calculus of variations (in 1904 he wrote an article on this subject for the 
EMW, jointly with E. Zermelo, both of whom were then at Gottingen), but soon 
turned his interest to Frechet’s investigations and real functions in the spirit of 
Borel, Baire, and Lebesgue. 
Another approach to nonmetric topology is obtained by utilizing the concept of 
a neighborhood of a point p, that is, an open set U that contains p. Foreshadowed 
in special contexts, such as complex analysis [H. Weyl, Die Zdee der Riemann- 
schen F&he, Leipzig: Teubner, 19131, the neighborhood concept took definite 
form in 1914 in Grundziige der Mengenlehre (New York: Chelsea, 1965) by Felix 
Hausdorff (186%1942), dedicated to Georg Cantor. The appearance of this book 
marks the emergence of point-set topology as a separate discipline. 
In his book [p. 2131, Hausdorff defined a topological space to be a set E in which 
to each element x there are associated subsets U, [ Umgebungen uon x] such that: 
U 1. Each x has at least one neighborhood U, and belongs to each of its neigh- 
borhoods. 
U2. The intersection U, n V, of any two neighborhoods of x contains a neigh- 
borhood W, of x. 
U3. For any y E U, there is a neighborhood U, c U, . 
U4. For any two distinct points there exist disjoint neighborhoods. 
He defined the concepts of an open set (calling it a “Gebiet,” thus deviating 
from our standard [Weierstrassian] terminology), boundary, closed set, and rein- 
terpreted the (sequential) limit concept in terms of neighborhoods; his axiom U4 
assured the uniqueness of the limit of convergent sequences. To honor his contri- 
butions, spaces satisfying Ul-U4 are today called Huusdorffspaces. 
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Hausdorff also introduced the name “metrischer Raum” as a substitute for 
Frechet’s “espace distancie’,” and the words “metric” and “metric space” grad- 
ually became standard in English. 
Frechet was unenthusiastic about, even critical of, Hausdorff’s approach to 
general topology. Generalizing Hausdorff’s ideas in 1917, Frechet [Comptes 
Rendus (Paris) 165, 3.59-3601 proposed a notion of “espace (V)” [V for 
“voisinage”]. In his book Les Espaces Abstruits of 1928 (Paris: Gauthier-Vil- 
lars), he argued further that one could equally well define a “neighborhood” of a 
point p as any set containing p in its interior. 
Still other ways of topologizing a set without using a metric were soon discov- 
ered. In 1922, C. Kuratowski [Fundumenta Muthematicae 3, 182-1991 published 
his doctoral thesis “Sur l’operation x de 1’Analysis Situs,” in which he intro- 
duced the concept of closure. Pursuing ideas related to those of Riesz, he defined 
a topological space to be a set X together with a closure operation C: St+ s on the 
subsets of X satisfying the axioms [p. 1821. 
Cl. S U T = s U ?! (Distributivity) 
c2. s c s (Inclusion) 
c3. g=kl 
c4. s = s (Idempotence) 
He called S a closed set if and only if S = s. 
By 1912, the need to assume some form of C4 in topology had become recog- 
nized, and E. R. Hedrick [Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 12 
(191 l), 285-2941 demonstrated that in the compact case, the assumption of this 
condition gives a quite satisfactory theory in the limit space context. 
By dropping C3 and weakening C2 to 
C2’. If S C T, then s C T (Monotonicity), 
we get the closure axioms proposed by E. H. Moore in 1906 (published in 1910 in 
the New Haven Colloquium Publication of the AMS) as a way to characterize 
“extensionally attainable” properties. 
Dual to the notion of a closed set is that of an open set, whose complement is 
closed. Axioms for open sets as the central concept for defining a topology were 
proposed in 1923 by H. Tietze [Muthematische Annalen 88,290-3121 and in the 
present-day form in 1925 by P. glexandroff [Ibid. 94, 296-3081. As two further 
possibilities, the use of derived sets (satisfying a certain “monotonicity condi- 
tion”) or of closed sets as the primitive concept in defining a topology were 
explored in 1927 by W. Sierpinski [Mathematische Annalen 97, 321-337). 
These various approaches to the definition of a topological space are summa- 
rized in a new section [Section 401 of Hausdorff’s classic in the second edition of 
1927, simply entitled Mengenfehre. To the disappointment of his readers, Haus- 
dorff had to shorten the original version by about 200 pages and accomplished this 
by concentrating mostly on metric spaces. Time has vindicated the approach to 
topology of F. Riesz, E. H. Moore, Kuratowski, and Hausdorff. 
Separation axioms. In the early 192Os, Hausdorff’s axiom U4, today designated 
as (T2), became recognized as only one of a series of “separation axioms”; cf. the 
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classic “Topologie 1” by P. Alexandroff and H. Hopf (Springer, 1935). In particu- 
lar, two other separation axioms (T3) and (T4) were found to be basic. 
(T3) Any closed set and single point not in the set have disjoint neighborhoods. 
(T4) Any two disjoint closed sets have disjoint neighborhoods. 
Axiom (T3) was introduced by L. Vietoris (then at Graz) in 1921, and (T4) by H. 
Tietze of Munich in 1923. Tietze also coined the term “Trennungsaxiom” [separa- 
tion axiom]. A space satisfying (T,) and (Tj) became known as regular, and one 
satisfying (Ti) and (T4) as normal [60]. 
The power of these axioms was first demonstrated by P. Alexandroff and P. 
Urysohn [61]. It is easy to show that every metric space is normal; Alexandroff 
and Urysohn proved two converses to this result in 1924. First, they showed that 
a compact Hausdorff space is metrizable (i.e., homeomorphic to a metric 
space) if and only if it has a countable basis of neighborhoods. And second, they 
showed that any normal space having a countable neighborhood basis is homeo- 
morphic to a subset of the Hilbert space I’. 
The Polish school. No discussion of advances in point-set topology during the 
1920s would be complete without mention of the Polish school, created by Z. 
Janiszewski (1888-1920), W. Sierpinski (1882-1969), and S. Mazurkiewicz (188% 
1945) shortly after the reconstitution of Poland in 1918. The work of these mathe- 
maticians centered around logic and foundations, set theory and measure and, in 
particular, point-set topology, whose remarkable development since 1920 owes 
much to this school. Many of their publications appeared in the newly founded 
Fundamenta Mathematicae, which became the leading journal on point-set topol- 
ogy almost overnight. 
We can here give only three samples of their many accomplishments [62]. First, 
continuing Peano’s famous work on curves (Section 4), Hahn of Vienna (1914) and 
Mazurkiewicz [Fundamenta Mathematicae 1 (1920), 166-2091 proved that a 
Hausdorff space is a continuous image of [O,l] if and only if it is a “Peano space” 
(i.e., a compact, connected, locally connected metric space). (In a similar vein, 
Alexandroff and Urysohn proved in 1929 [Verhandelingen K. Akademie van 
Wetenschappen, Amsterdam 14, l-961 that every compact metric space is a con- 
tinuous image of the “Cantor set.“) Furthermore, in his thesis of 1922 (see 
above), Kuratowski showed that from a given set S at most 13 other (in general 
different) sets could be constructed by the repeated use of complementation and 
closure. 
Finally, Hausdorff’s penetrating analysis of measure was developed into the 
celebrated Banach-Tarski paradox. This states that by properly reassembling the 
pieces of a finite decomposition of the sun, one can fit them all (without overlap) 
into a pea! [For an exposition, see K. Stromberg, American Mathematical 
Monthly 86 (1979), 151-1611. 
American contributions. We have already mentioned Hedrick’s contribution to 
the foundations of point-set topology in 1912; a related study was made in 1914 by 
E. H. Moore’s student R. E. Root [American Journal of Mathematics 36, 79- 
1331. Because of the congeniality between his “general analysis” and Frechet’s 
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“calculfonctionncl,” E. H. Moore also encouraged T. H. Hildebrandt and E. W. 
Chittenden to study related questions; cf. [American Journal of Mathematics 34 
(1912), 237-290; Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 18 (1917), 
161-1661. A review article of 1918 by A. D. Pitcher and Chittenden [Ibid. 19, 66- 
781, which slightly generalized Hahn’s 1908 theorem on the existence of continu- 
ous functions “separating” arbitrary point-pairs in regular spaces, gives a reliable 
impression of the confused state of the subject at that time. Chittenden’s later 
survey of 1927 [Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 33, 20-341 relates 
the solution of the metrization problem by Alexandroff and Urysohn to earlier 
American results, including those of R. L. Moore and his students about plane 
sets of points. 
1.5. BANACH AND FRECHET SPACES 
Much as Warsaw, with its Fundamenta Mathematicae, became a major center 
of point-set topology, so Lwow became one in functional analysis, under the 
leadership of Hilbert’s student Hugo Steinhaus, and with Studia Mathematics 
(founded in 1929) as its journal. Appropriately, since Lwow had been part of the 
old cosmopolitan Austro-Hungarian empire (under the name of Lemberg), the 
influence of the Austrian mathematician Hans Hahn and the Hungarian Friedrich 
Riesz was very evident. 
The main interest of Hahn and Riesz in functional analysis was theoretical; they 
were not especially interested in applications to the partial differential equations 
of mathematical physics. The same was true of Stefan Banach (1892-1945), whom 
Steinhaus “discovered” in 1916. Thus in his book [Banach 19321, the chapter on 
spectral theory refers to Volterra, Fredholm, and Riesz, rather than to Hilbert’s 
Zntegrulgleichungen, and Hilbert’s space I? gets no special emphasis [63]. 
Although Hahn had contributed to point-set topology as early as 1908, it was his 
1921 Theorie der reellen Funktionen and his subsequent papers that were most 
significant for functional analysis. These were stimulated by Riesz’ work and by 
Banach’s initiation of a theory of Banach spaces to which we shall now turn. 
Banach’s first magnum opus was his Ph.D. thesis, submitted in 1920 and pub- 
lished in Fundumenta Muthematicae 3 (1922), 133-181. At the beginning of the 
thesis, after acknowledging the contributions of Volterra. Pincherle, Hadamard, 
Frechet, and others, Banach credited Hilbert with emancipating functional analy- 
sis from a special concern for “continuous functions having derivatives of higher 
order.” He then gave careful axiomatic definitions of real vector spaces and 
norms on them. As is done today, he defined a “norm” on a vector space X as a 
functional X + [w, x H IIxI], that satisfies 
11011 = 0, while IJxJ( > 0 ifx f 0, 
lb + YII 5 llxll + Ilrll, 
IIax(J = IoI ]]xl] for any,scalar (Y. 
Banach also assumed X to be “complete” in the sense of Cauchy and Frechet. 
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In itself, Banach’s thesis was not earth-shaking, although it did prove the uni- 
form boundedness principle (see below) for linear operators on Banach spaces, 
previously used in special cases by Lebesgue and others. In the special case of 
linear functionals, this theorem was simultaneously obtained by Hahn [Monats- 
h&e fiir Mathematik und Physik 32 (1922), 3-881. In this paper, Hahn also 
defined norm (without giving it a name) and Banach space, and he used various 
results from his book Theorie der reellen Funktionen. His Reelle Funktionen of 
1932 (Leipzig: Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft; reprinted, New York: Chelsea, 
1948) is an extended version of this book which was widely read after functional 
analysis became popular. 
Indeed, the norm concept seems to have been “in the air” in 1920. Riesz had 
used the term “norm” (for the maximum norm, ]]fll = sup,lf(x)l) already in 1916, 
on page 72 of his paper in Acta Mathemuticu 41[54]. In 1921, the Austrian Eduard 
Helly (1884-1943) used an axiomatically defined norm (which he called “Ab- 
stundsfunktion”) in general sequence spaces [Monutshefte fiir Muthemutik und 
Physik 31,60-911. Norbert Wiener (1894- 1964), who had sojourned for some time 
in France in 1920, following Frechet around, independently defined Banach 
spaces in 1922 [Bulletin de la SociPtP Muthematique de France 150, 124-1341 [64]. 
A year later, in a note on Banach’s thesis [Fundumentu Muthemuticue 4 (1923), 
136-1431, Wiener pointed out that by using complex vector spaces one obtains a 
complex analysis for functions of a complex argument with values in a normed 
space. 
Banach continued to develop the theory of “Banach spaces” [espuces (B)] 
actively for another decade, first with the encouragement of Steinhaus and later 
with the collaboration of S. Mazur. Banach’s famous book [1932], which resulted 
from these efforts, will be discussed in a separate section (Section 21). 
FrPchet spaces. Stimulated by .the “wider horizons” for functional analysis 
opened up by the axiomatization of Banach spaces, Frechet introduced in 1926 the 
“more general” concept of what he called a “topologically affine space” [65], but 
we will call an F-space or FrPchet space, following [Banach 1932; Dunford & 
Schwartz 19581, and others [66]. By definition, this is a complete, metrizable 
topological vector space. 
For example, the real numbers with d(x,y) = (X - y]/(l + IX - yl) form an F- 
space which is not a Banach space (since d(ax,ay) # (ald(x,y) in general), and 
the same holds for the set of all real sequences with metric defined by 
= 1 I& - Ynl d(w) =n;, F 1 + Ix - y 1. n ” 
The following two basic principles, a special case of the first for Banach spaces 
being contained in Banach’s thesis, hold generally in any F-space: 
UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS PRINCIPLE. Let {Tol}aEA be a family of continuous 
linear operators on an F-space X into an F-space Y such that for each x E X the 
set {Ta~}aEA is bounded. Then lim,,,, T,x = 0 uniformly in (Y E A. 
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This was proved for F-spaces by S. Mazur and W. Orlicz in 1933; cf. [Dunford & 
Schwartz 1958, 811. 
INTERIOR MAPPING PRINCIPLE. Under a continuous linear mapping Tfrom an 
F-space onto another, the image of every open set is open. (Also known as the 
open mapping theorem, this was proved by Banach in 1929 for Banach spaces and 
in [Banach 19321 for F-spaces.) Hence if T is bijective, its inverse is also continu- 
ous ( “Bounded inverse theorem”). 
The following theorem results from the Interior Mapping Principle: 
CLOSED GRAPH THEOREM. 1f the graph (set of all pairs (x.Tx)) of a linear 
operator Tfrom an F-space X into an F-space Y is closed in X x Y (with the usual 
topology), then T is continuous. 
Hahn’s 1922 proof of the Uniform Boundedness Principle (see above) used a 
“method of the gliding hump,” a device already applied earlier, in 1906, by 
Lebesgue (in his book on Fourier series) and by Hellinger and Toeplitz [ Giittinger 
Nachrichten, 351-3551. In 1927, Banach and Steinhaus [Fundamenta Mathe- 
maticae 9, 50-611 discovered a proof of the theorem based on Baire’s category 
theorem (extended to general complete metric spaces); cf. Section 5 [67]. This 
demonstrated the importance of Baire’s category concept, and proofs based on 
Baire’s category theorem were soon discovered for the other two results men- 
tioned above. 
For these fundamental results, completeness of spaces is essential. In contrast, 
the following theorem holds in any normed space, regardless of its completeness. 
HAHN-BANACH THEOREM. Any continuous linear functional f on a subspace S 
of a real normed space X can be extended to a continuous linearftrnctional on all 
of X having the same norm as f. 
Hahn proved this theorem in 1927 [ Journalfur die reine und angewandte Mathe- 
matik 157, 214-2191, acknowledging the stimulus of earlier work by Helly [Sit- 
zungsberichte der Math.-Nat. Klasse der Akademie der Wissenschaften Wien I21 
(1912), 265-297; Monatshefte fiir Mathematik und Physik 31(1921), 60-911, and 
giving an interesting motivation in terms of integral equations of the second kind. 
In 1929, Banach [Studia Mathematics 1,223-2391 rediscovered Hahn’s result and 
method of proof, which he used to prove a more general form of the theorem (cf. 
our Section 21). 
Duality in normed spaces. The Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees that every 
normed space is richly supplied with continuous linear functionals, thus permit- 
ting a satisfactory general duality theory. The continuous linear functionals on any 
normed space X constitute a Banach space, the dual space X* of X, with norm (1 f (1 
= SUPI(,(/=I If(x 
The duality of Banach spaces became clear soon after Hahn introduced the 
abstract notion of a dual space [polarer Raum] on page 219 of his above paper of 
1927. He noted, as a corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem, that for any nonzero 
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x E X there is anfE X* of norm 1 such thatf(x) = l/x/j, so that X* is nontrivial. He 
also established an isomorphism of a normed space X onto a subspace of its 
second dual X** = (X*)*, calling X “regular” (now called “reflexive”) if that 
subspace is all ofX**. (In this case, X must be complete. Also, X* = X***, that is, 
X* is isomorphic to its second dual.) 
16. FIXED POINT THEOREMS TO 1926 
By definition, “fixed point theorems” assert the existence of solutions of equa- 
tions of the form T(f) = f, where T is a transformation of some “space” into itself. 
If T is “contractive” in some neighborhood off, then a Cauchy sequence of 
approximate solutions fn can often be constructed by simple iteration: choose an 
initialfo @erhapsfo = 0), setf,+i = T(fJ and iterate. Newton’s method for solving 
F(x) = 0 is a classic example; in this case, x,+~ = x, - F(x,)lF’(xJ. 
More relevant to us is Neumann’s method for solving linear integral equations 
of the “second kind,” 
.f+ Kf= 4, where &Xx) = 1: 4x, YMY) dy, (16.1) 
TakingfO = 0, and setting 
f,,+,(x) = 44x) - j-f &x3 YMY) dY (16.2) 
often gives in C[a,b] a Cauchy sequence of approximate solutionsJ,(x); the limit 
of these is then a solution. 
Likewise, in 1890. E. Picard (1856-1941) used an iteration method to prove his 
existence and uniqueness theorem for first-order ordinary differential equations, 
dyldx = F(x, y), y(a) = YO. He set ye(x) = y. and 
Y,+I(x) = yo + \I F(t, y,,(t)) dt. 
Taking Picard iteration as a model, Banach proved in his thesis [p. 1601 a fixed 
point theorem for contrucfion mappings T satisfying 
d(Tx,Ty) 5 ad(x,yh a< 1. (16.3) 
on any complete metric space (e.g., any Frechet space). He proved that T then has 
a unique fixed point, which is the limit of any iterative sequence. The proof is very 
simple, essentially a repeated application of the triangle inequality and the use of 
the sum formula for the geometric series. This “Banach contraction theorem” has 
since been extended and greatly refined by careful analysis. Thus, in 1927, T. H. 
Hildebrandt and L. M. Graves [Transactions of the American Mathematical Soci- 
ety 29, 127-153, 514-5521 proved an implicit function theorem in any complete 
metric space. 
More sophisticated than such metric fixed point theorems, and requiring much 
more ingenuity, are topological fixed point theorems. The earliest substantial 
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result of the latter type was Brouwer’s fixed point theorem of 1912 [Mathe- 
mat&he Annalen 71, 97-1151, which states that any continuous mapping of a 
closed ball in [w” into itself has a fixed point. Brouwer’s proof made essential use 
of the concept of a polyhedral complex. This had been invented by Poincare only 
13 years before, and provides the foundation for combinatorial topology. 
Also in 1912, Poincare “enunciated a theorem of great importance . . . for the 
restricted problem of three bodies” [68]. This theorem, often called “Poincare’s 
last geometric theorem,” can be stated as follows: 
POINCAR~BIRKHOFF FIXED POINT THEOREM. Let T be an area-preseruing 
homeomorphism of an annulus which advances thr points of the inner boundary 
circle in one sense nnd those of the outer boundary in the opposite sense. Then T 
has at least two fixed points. 
Dynamical systems. Poincare’s conjecture was part of his campaign to introduce 
“new methods into celestial mechanics,” centering around the n-body problem. 
Hamilton and Jacobi had shown that the motion of any system of n bodies, under 
the action of any universal law of gravitation with Ftj = gmjmilr’, was governed by 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equations 
4; = aH/dp;, pi = -aHlaq;, (16.4) 
and Liouville had shown that theflow in (p, ,ql, . . . ,p3,#,q3,,)-space (the so-called 
phase space) is volume-conserving. Among other things, Poincare showed that a 
careful consideration of this geometrical fact, and of the global topology of the 
phase space, provided a powerful new tool for treating the problems of celestial 
mechanics. 
During the decade following Poincart’s death, G. D. Birkhoff concentrated on 
the development of “new methods in celestial mechanics”, in the spirit of 
Poincare. His AMS Colloquium Lectures of 1922 on “Dynamical Systems” [AMS 
19271 were devoted to these; the existence of the “central motions” emphasized 
in it depends essentially on transfinite induction (Cantor), and refers to ideas of 
Hadamard. The Ph.D. thesis of Marston Morse (1892-1976), which constituted 
the beginning of “Morse theory,” was written under Birkhoff’s guidance during 
this period. 
Of course, the main interest in fixed point theorems for analysis lies in the 
infinite-dimensional case. This was emphasized by G. D. Birkhoff and 0. D. 
Kellogg in a path-breaking paper of 1922 [Transactions of the American Mathe- 
matical Society 23, 96-l 15): 
Existence theorems in analysis deal with functional transformations. This suggests that such 
existence theorems may be obtained from known theorems on point transformations in space 
of two or three dimensions by generalization, first to space of n dimensions, and then to 
fi~ncrion spnre by a limiting process. 
Then the authors described several methods for proving the existence of fixed 
points, making essential use of compactness hypotheses (Ascoli’s theorem) to 
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prove the existence of fixed points as well as of “invariant directions” (such that 
TX = Ax). One of their basic ideas was to approximate infinite-dimensional com- 
pact convex sets and their mappings by finite-dimensional ones, and to apply 
Brouwer’s theorem to the latter. The paper mentions “Hilbert space” [on p. 1021, 
and stimulated later definitive work by Schauder and Leray (see Section 20). 
17. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS IN 1928 
The pioneers of functional analysis in 1910-1914-Volterra, Hadamard, FrC- 
chet, and Hilbert-all gave invited addresses at the 1928 International Congress of 
Mathematicians in Bologna, of which Pincherle (who also gave a paper) was 
Honorary President. It is fascinating to read, in retrospect, what each of them 
said. 
Volterra, although 68, gave the liveliest talk. Always more concerned with 
applications than with foundations (“pure” functional analysis), his Bologna lec- 
ture gave new applications to “hereditary phenomena,” some of the general 
problems of which he reformulated (via integro-differential equations) in terms of 
spaces of functions and functionals. In his recently published Madrid Lectures, 
his concern (already in 1925) with the “new quantum mechanics of Heisenberg, 
Born and Jordan” was especially timely, as we shall see in Section 18 1691. Even 
his remarks on Frechet’s “abstract spaces” [1930, 2051 seem to the point, al- 
though he had yet to make noticeable use of Frechet’s general topology. 
Hadamard subordinated technical results to philosophical remarks and graceful 
(sometimes fulsome) tributes to Volterra, Frechet, P. Levy, Gateaux, and others. 
He observed [1968 1, 1451 that functional analysis is on a higher level of abstrac- 
tion than the theory of functions (of a real or complex variable), because: (1) it 
regards functions themselves as variables, and (2) it “subjects functions to the 
most varied and most general operations.” He praised Frechet and E. H. Moore 
for realizing that the simplest and clearest path was to adopt extreme generality 
from the outset [p. 1501. On page 151, he noted that Banach and Wiener gave a 
“deeper” meaning to vector spaces of functions, but did not mention their key 
tool, the norm concept. Although he credited Hilbert (along with Arzela) for 
having rigorized the Dirichlet principle [p. 1581, he never mentioned Hilbert’s 
Zntegralgleichungen or his spectral theory. 
Frechet, speaking on “general analysis and abstract spaces,” was also philo- 
sophical, referring to his book Espuws Abstraits for technical details. Thus 
[p. 2691 he observed (citing his 1921 Calcutta Lectures) that: 
A difficulty arises in passing from Arithmetic to Analysis. One must give meanings to the 
notions of neighborhood, of limit, of distance. and of continuity for abstract elements. Within 
Functional Analysis, the difficulty is not excessive: classical Analysis gives [a guide]. For 
example, for continuous functions, measurable functions. and square integrable functions, 
the [natural] definitions of convergence will, in most cases, be uniform convergence in the 
first case. convergence in measure in the second. and mean square convergence [conver- 
aencr en moyenne] in the third. 
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And a few lines later he says that in general analysis, since the nature of the 
elements referred to is unknown, one can only hope for “descriptive and incom- 
plete definitions.” 
Operational culculus. In England and the United States, moreover, the “opera- 
tional calculus” was still being pursued with emphasis on Laplace transform 
techniques, in the spirit of Pincherle. The main emphasis was on trying to rigorize 
the unconventional ideas of Oliver Heaviside, with his “delta function” reminis- 
cent of the Stieltjes integral. These had proved especially fruitful for electrical 
circuit theory, to the rigorization of which Thorton C. Fry had applied “general- 
ized integrals” in 1920, citing Hildebrandt’s survey article [70]. Then in 1925 
Norbert Wiener [Mathemutische Annalen 95, 557-5841 applied the Fourier inte- 
gral (Plancherel’s theorem) to the same end. Although he emphasized that the 
techniques of Pincherle and Volterra were inapplicable, he referred only to their 
work and that of Doetsch, not to Hilbert’s spectral theory. 
Alone of the four great leaders during the pioneer years of functional analysis, 
Hilbert had lost interest in the subject. His invited paper at Bologna concerned the 
foundations of mathematics and mathematical logic. Apparently, he considered 
his ideas about these fields to hold more promise for the future than spectral 
theory at that time. Curiously, by 1931 his ambitious hopes for formal logic would 
be shattered by Godel, while the spectral theory stemming from his ideas of 1906 
would be attractive again. 
Section I-C in Volume III of the Proceedings of the Bologna Congress contains 
several other relevant papers. Most notable is F. Riesz’ paper on “the decomposi- 
tion of linear functional operations” [pp. 143-148 of Vol. III] into positive and 
negative parts. This was the seed of the modern theory of vector lattices (“Riesz 
spaces”), that is, vector spaces which form a lattice under an appropriate notion 
of positivity. Besides this and a paper by Pincherle, relevant communications 
were given by Tonelli (on the semicontinuity of double integrals) and Steinhaus, 
Kaczmarz, and Fantappie (on quantum mechanics and on analytic functionals). 
To round out the picture, one should recall that a year before the Bologna 
Congress, in 1927, Hellinger and Toeplitz coinpleted their masterful (if retrospec- 
tive) 250-page Encyklopiidie article on integral equations and equations in infi- 
nitely many unknowns. This review gave Hilbert a dominant role, devoting just a 
few pages to the general analysis of E. H. Moore [Hellinger & Toeplitz, 1927, 
1471-1476, 1495-14971. The contrast between this strong emphasis expressed 
here and the meager references to Hilbert’s [I9121 in those invited talks at Bolo- 
gna suggests that few mathematicians in 1928 regarded Hilbert’s spectral analysis 
as part of the mainstream of “functional analysis.” 
Most surprising, the Bologna Proceedings give no sense of the creative ferment 
generated in Lw6w by the systematic study of Banach spaces, or of the stimulus 
already being provided by the foundations of quantum mechanics. How mislead- 
ing this turned out to be! Within five years, a new and dynamic generation of 
mathematicians would revolutionize the subject. This revolution was made possi- 
ble by combining a concern for rigorous foundations with an interest in physical 
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applications, and by coordinating the relevant literature in depth. By doing all 
this, a handful of outstanding young mathematicians was about to make functional 
analysis the dominant branch of analysis for at least the next two decades. It is 
with their achievements that the rest of this article will be concerned. 
18. JOHN VON NEUMANN 
Already in 1900. Hilbert had proposed, as the sixth in his celebrated list of 
problems, the axiomatization of “those physical sciences in which mathematics 
plays an important part,” in the style of his own Grrrndlczgen der Geornetrie of 
1899 [71]. During the years 1910-1920, Hilbert made progress on this problem his 
own primary concern, and continued “to lecture and conduct seminars on topics 
in physics” through the 1920s [Weyl, Bulletin of the Ameriwn Mcrthemcrticnl 
Society 50 (1944), 6531. 
Most important for functional analysis, by 1927 Hilbert had already revived 
interest in the spectral theory of linear operators, as a by-product of his lectures in 
1926-1927 on the then brand new (1925-1926) quantum mechanics of Heisenberg, 
Schrodinger, Dirac, Born, and Jordan. This impulse came in a joint paper with 
L. Nordheim and J. von Neumann [Mathematische Anna/en 98 (1927). I-30; 
Neumann 1961-1963 1, 104-1331. John von Neumann (1903-1957) had just ar- 
rived from Budapest and joined the Gottingen Institute as Hilbert’s assistant in 
1926. The paper represents Nordheim’s formulation of a proposal by Hilbert for 
axiomatizing quantum mechanics, thereby making “previously vague concepts 
such as probability, lose their mystical character.” It cites papers by Schrodinger 
and by Born and Wiener as demonstrating that operator theory provides “the 
connection between Schrodinger’s theory and Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics,” 
[Ibid., 61. 
An algebra of “complete operators” [vollsttindige Operatoren] is postulated, 
which includes the Heaviside-Dirac &symbol, and probability umplitrrdes are 
determined by “the kernel of the associated integral operator.” Von Neumann’s 
role in this paper consisted in supplying “some important derivations.” 
At the same time, von Neumann was working on another approach to quantum 
mechanics, which he published in three papers in 1927 [Giittinger Nachrichten, l- 
57, 245-272, 273-291; Neumann 1961-1963 1, 151-2551. In these papers, he em- 
phasized [p. 1571 that Hilbert’s 1906 spectral theory of bounded operators, even as 
extended by his students, was inadequate for quantum mechanics, since even the 
simplest problems required unbounded operators. In this connection, as an essen- 
tial step forward, he gave [p. 1651 the earliest axiomatic definition of Hilbert 
space, pointing out that the sequence space l2 and t’ne function space Ll(Ln) are 
models of this same abstract separable space. 
Little was known about unbounded operators or forms in 1927. Practically the 
only results were Weyl’s 1910 paper (Section 9), the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem 
of 1910 (Section 9), a spectral representation of unbounded “Jacobi forms” by 
Hellinger [Muthernatische Annalen 86 (1922). 18-291. and T. Carleman’s 1923 
Uppsala thesis on singular integral equations. M. H. Stone [on p. 155 of his book] 
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(cf. Section 19) called the latter “a first substantial advance into the theory of 
unbounded operators.” In fact, some of Carleman’s results were quite surprising 
when they first appeared, and became fully understood only later through the 
work of Stone and von Neumann. (See Section 19.) 
Von Neumann started his spectral theory for unbounded operators in the first of 
those three 1927 papers. There [p. 1751 he introduced “Einzefoperatoren” (being 
projection operators. analogs of Hilbert’s “Einzelfbmen” in the bounded case) 
and used them [p. 1831 to define a spectral representation for real self-adjoint 
operators on Hilbert space. 
The core of von Neumann’s spectral theory is contained in two very substantial 
papers of 1929 [Mathematische Annalen 102,49- I3 I, 370-427; [Neumann l961- 
1963 2.3-1431. In the first of these, von Neumann developed a spectral theory of 
symmetric linear operators T on (separable) Hilbert space [72]. Basic to this 
theory was the concept of a mnximal symmetric operator, having no proper 
symmetric extensions. His setting of the spectral problem was suggested by 
Riesz’ form of Hilbert’s spectral theory in the bounded case (Section 12). His key 
new idea was the reduction of the possibly unbounded case to the bounded one by 
the “Cayley transform” I/ of the given operator T, defined by 
TH U = (T + iZ)(T - iZ)-‘. 
But von Neumann still had great difficulties in treating the general symmetric 
operator until E. Schmidt introduced the concept of self-adjointness of T (called 
“hypermaximality” by von Neumann) and showed that this is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a family of projections [“Zerlegung der Einheit,” or 
“resolution of the identity”] needed for a spectral representation of T [ibid., 16. 
261. Von Neumann then obtained that representation. Among other reults, he 
showed that every symmetric operator has a maximal symmetric extension, which 
may still not be self-adjoint. All these new facts are symptomatic of the drastic 
change of the entire situation in the transition from the bounded to the unbounded 
case. 
His second paper [Zbid., 86-1431 includes further completely new and original 
ideas. Its first part concerns algebraic properties of the ring of bounded linear 
operators on a Hilbert space H. Here, von Neumann defined weak topology in 
terms of neighborhoods in H as well as the three now familiar types of conver- 
gence (uniform, strong, weak) for sequences of operators. 
In the second part of the paper he defined (possibly unbounded) normul opera- 
tors Tin H (closed, densely defined linear operators T which commute with their 
Hilbert adjoint P). He established spectral representations (Theorem 17) for T 
and r”, using the same spectral family, which he showed to be unique. This 
completed von Neumann’s work on the spectral theory of unbounded operators, 
except for some late simplifications [Z&d., 242-2581. 
In 1932, von Neumann published his well-known book Muthematische 
Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik [73]. In this book he described the connection 
of his ideas with quantum mechanics in much greater detail than in his papers. 
Thus his book included extensive studies of the probabilistic aspects of the pro- 
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cess of physical measurement and uncertainty relations, of Dirac’s theory of light, 
and so on. Von Neumann also contrasted his Hilbert space model with the formal- 
isms used by Born, Heisenberg, and Jordan, and Dirac. In the opinion of A. S. 
Wightman, von Neumann’s approach in his 1932 book constitutes “the most 
important axiomatization of a physical theory up to this time” [Browder 1976, 
1571. 
A clearly written contemporary discussion of Hilbert space theory, from the 
standpoint of mathematical physicists, may be found in Quantum Mechanics by 
E. U. Condon and P. M. Morse (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1929, Sects. 12, 61). 
However, the goals of physicists (such as the prediction of the positron and other 
elementary particles) are very different from those of mathematicians, and they 
continued to use freely and fruitfully the Heaviside operational calculus and other 
formalisms. It seems fair to say that the greatest importance of von Neumann’s 
work of 1926-1933 consisted in its convincing demonstration of the relevance of 
functional analysis (in particular, operators in Hilbert space) for the most exciting 
and active field of contemporary physics. 
19. MARSHALL H. STONE 
In 1932, Stone published a book Linear Transformations in Hilbert Space, on 
which he had been working since 1928. This book is extremely well organized and 
clearly written, and when it discusses results by Carleman, von Neumann, and 
Weyl, in most cases it is much more lucid than the original papers to which it 
refers. All this accounts for the popularity of the book and made it the standard 
reference on Hilbert space theory for at least two decades. 
The “inside story” behind the writing of this book (and of von Neumann’s as 
well) has kindly been given to us in a letter from Stone himself, from which we 
quote: 
There is some “secret” history concerning the relation of my work to von Neumann’s 
without which a proper understanding is not possible. In 1927-28, Caratheodory was visiting 
professor at Harvard. When he left at the end of the year, he gave me proofsheets of articles 
to appear in Math. Zeiruchrifr. of which he was editor. There I found von Neumann’s originul 
treatment of the spectral theorem for symmetric operators. This paper made considerable use 
of Carleman’s work, appealed to transfinite induction, and was written in ignorance of the 
concept “self-adjoint operator.” I immediately realized that this concept had an essential 
role to play in the spectral theory for non-bounded operators (Hilbert, Riesz, etc. had already 
taken care of the bounded case pretty thoroughly) and that my previous work with differential 
operators (which went back to G. D. Birkhoff’s Chicago thesis and J. D. Tamarkin’s later 
generalizations) would yield a successful pattern of attack on the abstract problem. This 
proved very quickly to be the case. I was able to work out the necessary proofs and to write 
an article that was submitted to the Trunsucfiom A.M.S. for publication. At about that time, 
von Neumann published his second treatment, using the concept of self-adjoincy and the idea 
of the Cayley transform. von Neumann withdrew his&t treatment and never published it 
(obtaining the publisher’s permission only by agreeing to write a book on quantum mechanics 
eventually appearing as his celebrated monograph). The appearance of the second treatment 
in print led me to withdraw my paper, but Dunham Jackson and J. D. Tamarkin (then editors 
of the Transactions, I believe) counseled me to write a book on Hilbert space in which my 
independent results could be included. This was done by the end of 1932. 
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With this background, it is interesting to summarize the actual content of 
Stone’s book. In it, Stone first defined Hilbert space axiomatically and-like von 
Neumann-assumed it to be separable. In defining bounded, closed, symmetric, 
and other classes of operators needed, he emphasized aspects that were essential 
for treating the unbounded case. On page 50, he stated as the main problems for 
symmetric linear operators the determination of all: 
(1) maximal symmetric extensions of a given operator T. 
(2) maximal symmetric operators, 
(3) self-adjuint linear operators. 
Deferring the solution of problems (1) and (2) to Chapter IX, Stone took up the 
study of problem (3) in Chapter V of his book. He obtained the spectral theorem 
for self-adjoint operators [p. 1801 in a very original way, quite differently from that 
of von Neumann and Schmidt. His approach used the Stieltjes integral and was 
somewhat modeled after the function-theoretic method in Carleman’s above work, 
but also utilized Hilbert’s method of “sections” in the bounded case (see (8.3) in 
Section 8) [74]. 
In Chap. VII on the unitary equivalence of self-adjoint operators, Stone ex- 
tended Hellinger’s theory of eigendifferentials, as well as Hahn’s 1912 results on 
the orthogonal similarity of operators on I? (cf. Section 9). 
Only then does Stone’s book take up problems (I) and (2), stating [p. 334) that 
“the results reported here are due to J. v. Neumann, whose exposition we shall 
follow with only occasional modifications and additions.” Actually, the chapter 
contains interesting new results, for instance [on p. 3871, proof of a conjecture by 
von Neumann on the extension of semibounded linear operators without increase 
of their norm. 
In Chapter X on applications, Stone showed that his theory of Chapter IX can 
be used to handle “Carleman integral operators” arising in Carleman’s work on 
singular integral equations (cf. Section 18); these are operators with kernel k such 
that 
I ,I’ (k(s, t)l” dt < +w a.e. (19. I) 
(that is, except on a set of s-values of zero measure). 
Chapter X also contains an extensive treatment of ordinary differential equa- 
tions. Here the strange situation was that Weyl’s work of 1909-1910 (cf. Section 
9) had few successors until 1928 when Stone’s paper [Mathematische Zeitschrif 
28, 6.54-6761 appeared. The intention in Chapter X was to give a detailed discus- 
sion of “some special cases of recognized importance” in order to illustrate the 
abstract results in Chapter IX. 
Unitary groups. Besides reshaping and applying to special problems many 
known results, Stone created a now classic theory of one-parameter groups of 
unitary operators. Almost from the beginning, the relevance of group theory to 
quantum mechanics was recognized, by Wigner (1927), von Neumann and Wigner 
(1928), and Weyl[75]. Thus Weyl wrote in the Preface to the second edition of his 
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classic Gruppentheorie und Quantenmechanik that “the importance of . . . the 
theory of groups for . . . quantum theory has of late become more and more 
apparent” [76]. In this book, the famous Peter-Weyl theory of (compact) group 
representations was applied, with special emphasis on the rotation group and the 
symmetric group of all permutations of n symbols. Its Chapter I, entitled “Unitary 
Geometry,” gives a set of axioms for (complex) Hilbert space, similar to those of 
von Neumann. 
In 1930, Stone [Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (USA) 16, 
172-1751 started to investigate the possible actions of unitary operators on a 
complex Hilbert space H. For any one-parameter group of unitary operators U, 
acting on H, and depending weakly continuously on t, he gave a spectral represen- 
tation of the form 
ut = 1; e?rrith d,T,. (19.2) 
He also proved the existence of a (generally unbounded) self-adjoint linear opera- 
tor A, called the injinitesimal generator of the group and defined by 
us - I 
Af = iii-i,f, (19.3) 
such that 
ut = e-;rA. (19.4) 
This was one of the first results on inJinite-dimensional group representations. 
F. Riesz. Besides von Neumann’s [1929] and Stone’s 119321 complete character- 
ization of self-adjoint operators, there is a third of 1930, by F. Riesz [Acta Szeged 
$23-54; Riesz 1960,1103-l 1341. Riesz started from his version of spectral theory 
[§12] and observed that for self-adjoint operators it could be extended to the 
unbounded case, and that the same is true for Hellinger’s work of 1909 [Journal 
fiir die reine und angewandte Mathematik, 136,210-2711. He then presented two 
solutions, one in his Szeged Seminar near the end of 1929, in which he replaced 
the polynomials used in his book of 1913 (cf. Section 12) by sums of partial 
fractions. In the second solution of 1930 [Riesz 1960, 1103-l 1341, Riesz based his 
method on a local decomposition theorem, namely, on the operator analog of the 
fact that a bounded quadratic form can be written locally as the difference of two 
positive definite orthogonal forms, and he emphasized [Ibid., 11061 that this ap- 
proach “presented the clearest insight into the close relation between the old and 
the new results [corresponding to the bounded and the unbounded case, respec- 
tively].” 
20. FIXED POINT THEOREMS, ERGODIC THEORY 
The creation of a spectral theory for unbounded self-adjoint linear operators, 
sparked by the search for a rigorous foundation of quantum mechanics, was by no 
means the only significant development in functional analysis during 1927-1933. A 
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second major advance concerned new fixed point theorems in function spaces, 
going far beyond the theorems of Banach and Birkhoff-Kellogg discussed in Sec- 
tion 16. 
Several of these were formulated and proved by J. P. Schauder (1899-1943), 
who had become interested in partial differential equations partly through his 
personal relationship with Leon Lichtenstein of Leipzig. First, in 1927 and 1930, 
Schauder established 
SCHAUDER’S FIXED POINT THEOREM. Any continuous mupping 4: K + K oj’u 
convex compact subset K of a Banach space V into itself has at least one.fixed 
point. 
In his first paper on this theorem [Mathematische Zeitschrift 26 (1927), 47-651, 
Schauder proved the result under the assumption that V has a so-called 
Schauder basis (which he called a “linear basis”). By this is meant a sequence {e,} 
in V with the property that for every f E V there is a unique sequence {a,} of 
scalars such that 
!ii% IIf-- (ale1 + . . . + a,e,)JJ = 0. 
He showed that various function spaces of analysis have such a basis. 
In a second paper of 1927 [Ibid. 26,417-4311, Schauder weakened the assump- 
tions in the original version of his theorem, so that it applied to boundary value 
problems for quasilinear elliptic equations 
v2z = f(x, y, z, z.rx, ZJ (20.1) 
having merely continuous $ 
In a third paper of 1930 [Studia Mathematics 2, 171-1801, Schauder extended 
his fixed point theorem to Frechet spaces. 
Schauder’s theorem opened up another large area of applied functional analy- 
sis. Indeed, the theorem yielded existence theorems for ordinary differential equa- 
tions, such as the simple Peano theorem or theorems on periodic solutions, as well 
as existence theorems for solutions of partial differential equations and compli- 
cated integral and integro-differential equations [77]. This marked the beginning of 
a development of topological fixed point theorems into one of the most important 
tools of nonlinear functional analysis. Especially innovative was work by Leray 
and Schauder [Annales Scientijques de l’kcole Normale Suptfrieure 51 (3), 4S- 
781, published in 1934, just after the end of the period considered here. 
Ergodic theory [78]. Another important class of fixed point theorems arose in 
ergodic theory. This theory originated from the so-called Ergodic Hypothesis of 
Boltzmann (1871) and Maxwell (1879), later corrected to the Quasi-Ergodic Hy- 
pothesis of P. and T. Ehrenfest (cf. [EMW 4, Art. 32, footnotes 89a, 90, 93; 
published in 19111). This hypothesis underlies classical statistical mechanics, and 
concerns Hamiltonian systems like those defined by the n-body problem in Sec- 
tion 16. As was mentioned there, the evolution of any such system in time defines 
a measure-preserving flow in phase space (Liouville’s theorem). 
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The idea of applying Hilbert space theory to the study of classical dynamical 
systems first occurred in a 1931 note by Bernard Osgood Koopman [Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences (USA) 17,315-3181. Koopman, a nephew of 
W. F. Osgood, had completed his doctoral thesis at Harvard in 1926; Stone had 
finished his a year earlier; both theses were supervised by G. D. Birkhoff. Stone’s 
thesis had treated generalized Sturm-Liouville expansions in the tradition of 
B&her; Koopman’s had concerned the three-body problem in the tradition of 
Poincare . 
Koopman pointed out that if the total measure of each “surface” Z(E) of 
“states” of energy E in phase space is finite (e.g., if each &!!I) is compact), then 
the flow mentioned above induces a unitary group on the Hilbefl space ~.*(a), to 
which Stone’s theory of unitary groups acting on Hilbert space (cf. Section 19) 
applies. 
In 1929, von Neumann had already given a quantum-mechanical derivation of 
the Quasi-Ergodic Hypothesis and the H-theorem [Zeitschrift fur Physik 57, 30- 
701. In 1932 [Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (USA) l&70-82] 
he proved a mean ergodic theorem in the context of classical mechanics, building 
on the result by Koopman (who had pointed out this possibility to von Neumann 
in the spring of 1930). 
VON NEUMANN’S MEAN ERGODIC THEOREM. Let U be a unitary operator on 
L2(E). Then for every f E L*(E) the “average of the iterates” of U at f defined by 
(20.2) 
converges in the mean (i.e., in the L?-norm) to Pf, where P is the projection on the 
subspace consisting of all the fixed points of U, i.e., Uf = f. 
Conversing at scientific meetings with von Neumann and with his own former 
students, G. D. Birkhoff instantly became interested in their work. As it hap- 
pened, he had defined the related concept of metric transitivity not long before, in 
a paper with Paul Smith [Journal de Mathematiques 7 (9) (1928), 345-3791. Within 
weeks he had proved the following related result [Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences (USA) 17 (1931), 650-6601. 
G. D. BIRKHOFF’S POINTWISE ERGODIC THEOREM. Let 0 be the phase space of 
any Hamiltonian system, let E be an invariant subset of 51 havingjnite Lebesgue 
measure, and let V be a measurable subset ofE. Finally, letpT(a;V) be the fraction 
of the time interval (0, ir) that a system initially in the state a will spend in V. Then 
the time probability lim Tt” pT(a;V) exists for almost all states (points) a E E. 
Whereas von Neumann’s proof of his Mean Ergodic Theorem was in the Hilbert 
space L*(E), G. D. Birkhoff’s proof of the sharper Pointwise Ergodic Theorem 
was in L’(E) and used entirely different methods of Lebesgue measure theory. 
Following the publication of these results, ergodic theory exploded into a recog- 
nized new branch of functional analysis, appreciated as an amalgamation of 
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Hilbert’s spectral theory and the Poincare-G. D. Birkhoff theory of dynamical 
systems 1791. Eberhard Hopf had just come to Cambridge: he and von Neumann 
each published four notes and papers on ergodic theory in 1932. 
21. BANACH’S BOOK 
Functional analysis, which had received its name only ten years before, became 
established as a major branch of analysis in the early 1930s. Its scope and power 
were demonstrated by three books, all of which appeared in 1932: von Neumann’s 
Mathematische Grundlagen der Quuntenmechanik, Stone’s Lineur Transformu- 
tions in Hilbert Space, and Banach’s ThPorie des Ope’rations Linkaires 119321 
[80]. We have already discussed two of these, as well as the role of fixed point 
theorems, and we now take up Banach’s book. 
Whereas von Neumann’s book was primarily concerned with quantum mechan- 
ics and Stone’s book presented the spectral theory of symmetric linear operators 
on Hilbert space, with applications to classical analysis (concluding with a 220- 
page chapter on differential and integral equations), Banach’s emphasized intrigu- 
ing theoretical questions involving linear operators and functionals on a wide 
range of “espuces (II).” 
Here we can only sketch some of the main themes of Banach’s book. It treats 
only bounded linear operators [called “opkrations line’aires”; cf. pp. 23, 361, 
mostly on reul Banach spaces. (Its Preface promised a second volume. employing 
“topological methods,” and so presumably intended to contain Schauder’s fixed 
point theorems [cf. p. 2271.) Banach acknowledges substantial help from Auer- 
bath and especially Mazur in preparing the book; this was probably essential since 
Banach’s writing habits were very unsystematic [8l]. 
The book begins with a brief introduction to metric spaces and real vector 
spaces. Here, on page 27, one finds Banach’s form of the 
HAHN-BANACH THEOREM. Let p be de$ned on a real vector spnce E and satisfy 
p(x + y) 5 p(x) + p(y). p(U) = tp(x) for t 2 0. 
Let f be a linearfunctional on a subspace G c E such that f(x) 2 p(x) on G. Then 
there exists a linear functional F on E such that F(x) 2 p(x) on E und F(x) = f(x) 
on G. 
The next chapters concern “espaces (F)” [Frechet spaces], normed spaces, 
and Banach spaces [espaces (B)]. They contain the other “big” theorems we have 
mentioned in Section 15, and are followed by a IO-page chapter on compact 
operators [opkrations totufement continues]. Their adjoint operators [opkrations 
“associPes” or “conjuguPes”] are also treated, after which comes another chap- 
ter on biorthogonal sequences. These are sequences {xi}, u}, with -Y; in a Banach 
space E and5 E E* (the dual space of I?‘), such that fi(Xi., = 6ij. Here, Schauder 
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bases occur [p. 1101 and one can discern a recognition of the key relation 
E c (E*)*. 
Next come two chapters on weak (sequential) convergence and compactness; 
Banach still adheres to sequences, referring only to the 1927 edition of Hausdorff. 
This forces him to introduce “transfinite closure” [p. 1191 and entails other com- 
plications. Banach mentions neither Stone nor von Neumann, and Hilbert only 
once [p. 2391, as inventor of the “complete continuity” concept in Hilbert space 
(which Banach identifies with L?[O, 11). 
Referring to Hausdorff’s paper on linear spaces of 1932 [Journalfiir die reine 
und angewandte Mathematik 167, 294-3111, Banach then presents F. Riesz’ 
theory of compact operators of 1918 (cf. Section 12, above), adding on page 155 
the contributions by Hildebrandt (1928) and by Schauder (1930) involving the 
adjoint operator. Applications to Fredholm and Volterra equations are given at 
the end of the chapter [pp. 161-1641. Isometries and homeomorphisms of metric 
spaces and isomorphisms of Frechet and Banach spaces are then considered, and 
the Frechet theory of linear dimension is reviewed with examples [Chap. XII]. 
Banach’s book concludes with a detailed review of a great number of unsolved 
and recently solved problems. Thus on page 245 one finds a matrix of nearly 200 
possible properties of important Banach spaces. This brought out what a fertile 
soil for pure research this newly organized subject provided. 
One can hardly exaggerate the influence that Banach’s book has had on the 
development of functional analysis. Embracing a much wider field of mathemati- 
cal questions than is provided by Hilbert space theory, it has probably stimulated 
a greater volume of published mathematical papers than Stone’s and von 
Neumann’s books combined. Because of its greater generality, moreover, the 
theory of Banach spaces has retained much more of the original flavor of func- 
tional analysis (as anticipated or interpreted by Volterra, Frechet, and F. Riesz) 
than the theory of linear operators on Hilbert space. 
The book became quickly accepted as the climax of a long series of works 
initiated by Volterra, Hadamard, Frechet, and F. Riesz. For those linking general- 
ity, it could be said to contain much of Hilbert space theory, including the spectral 
theory of compact operators, as a special case. Thus it acquired an impressive and 
substantial theory of its own. This went far toward establishing functional analysis 
as a broad and independent field of research [82]. 
Since Stone’s book had demonstrated the applicability of functional analysis to 
several major areas of classical analysis, while von Neumann’s book had shown 
its applicability to a new area of mathematical physics, the central role of func- 
tional analysis in modern mathematics became generally recognized. Hilbert 
space, the theory of which (often in the context of infinite quadratic forms) had 
been developed before 1927 with little explicit reference to the general ideas of 
Frechet and E. H. Moore, was finally seen to fit neatly into a much more general 
framework. 
Functional analysis had become established. 
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13. For more details, see [Hawkins 19751. A characterization of Dini’s role as the initiator of 
“modern” real analysis in Italy is given by Volterra [Afti de1 IV Congresso Internazionale dei Mate- 
matici (Rome. 1908) Vol. 1, pp. 61-621. Dini’s home town Pisa has named a street after him and 
erected a monument to honor him, both not far from the Leaning Tower. 
14. See H. C. Kennedy, Peano (Dordrecht: Reidel, lY80). 
15. Calcolo Geometric0 Second0 l’dusdehnungslehre di H. Grassmann, Preceduto dalle Operazioni 
dellu Logicu Deduttiva. [Geometrical Calculus According to the Culculus of Extension by H. Grass- 
mann, Preceded by Operutions of Dedurtiue Logic’] (Turin: Bocca. 1888). For a discussion of the 
passages of Chapter IX relevant in the present context, see [Manna 1973, I l7-1211. For an outline of 
the main ideas in the book. see also Peano, Opere, Vol. III, pp. 167-186 (“dimension” not being 
mentioned there, however). 
16. Turin: Bocca, 1895-1901. Facsimile reproduction of the Italian version, Formulario Mathe- 
matico. Vol. V (Rome: Edizioni Cremonese. 1960). 
17. Also extending his memoir in Mathematische Annalen 49 (1897). 325-382. 
18. Pincherle attended Weierstrass’ lectures in 1877-1878. The relation just mentioned is implicit 
in Laplace’s book on probability (1812), in connection with the idea of a “generating function.” 
Pincherle’s work on integral operators is significant for the Laplace transform. For a summary of his 
work (written by himself), see Acta Mathematics 46 (1925), 341-362. 
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19. See also the remarks on Pincherle’s work in [Diendonne 19811. 
20. See [Hawkins 19751. Biographies of Volterra are included in [Volterra 1954-1962 I: 19301 
21. Sopra le funzioni the dipendono da altre funzioni [On the functions which depend on other 
functions], Rendiconti della Accademiu dei Lincei 3, (IV), 97-105; [Volterra 1954-1%2 I, 294-3021. 
22. For an outstanding exposition, see J. C. Oxtoby’s Metrsrrre ctnd Cote~or~ (Berlin: Springer, 
1971). Some of Baire’s results for 88 had been obtained before. by W. F. Osgood [Americctn Jorrrncrl of 
Mcrthemcltics 19 (1897). l55-1901. 
23. For a survey of W. H. Young’s independent contemporary work on integration, see [Hawkins 
1975. Sect. 5.21. 
24. “But it is mainly in the theory of the partial differential equations of mathematical physics that 
studies of this type should play a fundamental role.” 
25. Hadamard’s Lectures on Cutchy’s Problem in Lineclr PurtiuI Differenticrl Eqtrcrtions (New 
Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ. Press. 1923: reprinted. New York: Dover. 1952) gives a good introduction 
to his ideas and main results. 
26. Interestingly, in Austria-Hungary, Germany, Italy, and the United States sooner than in France 
itself. 
27. For historical accounts, see A. F. Monna, Dirichlef’s Principle (Utrecht: Oosthoek et al., 1975); 
and L. Girding, The Dirichlet problem. Mothemcrricol Intefligencer 2 (1979). 43-53. 
28. Vortesrtngen iiber die im rrmgekehrten Verhiiltniss des @cudrats der En[fernrmg u*irkenden 
Kriife (Leipzig: Teubner. 1876); 2nd ed.. 1887. Sect. 32. For Riemann’s allusion to Dirichle!. see 
[Riemann 1892, 971. 
29. The totality of the functions X forms a connected, in itself closed domain, since each of these 
functions can go over continuously into every other, but cannot infinitely [closely] approach one which 
is discontinuous along a curve, without L becoming infinite (Art. 17); if we set o = a! + A, [then] for 
every A. 0 obtains a finite value which becomes infinite simultaneously with L. varies continuously 
with the form (“Gestalt”) of A, but can never decrease below zero: accordingly, R has a minimum for 
at least one form of the function w. 
30. For the history of related ideas, see A. F. Monna. Dirichlet’s Principle. note 27 above, p. 20; for 
other applications, refer to [EMW II.l.1. 5281. 
31. For a general introduction to this area, see [Courant & Hilbert 19241 or S. H. Gould, Variationa/ 
Methods for Eigenualue Problems, 2nd ed. (Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1966). 
32. Gesammelte mathematische Abhandlungen 1, 223-269; the “Buniakowski-Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality” appears on p. 25 1. 
33. Anna/es Scientifiyrtes de /‘&o/e Norma/e SttpPriercre 12 (8) (1895). 227-316; this summarizes a 
thesis of 1894. 
34. [Volterra 1954-1962 2. 216-2751, comprising four articles from A/ti Torino and two from Rendi- 
conti de//o Accademicr dei Lincei. all published in 1896. 
35. For Liouville’s early contributions, see J. Liitzen, Historia Mathematics 9 (1982). 373-391. 
36. Sur une nouvelle mtthode pour la resolution du probleme de Dirichlet. iifuersigt gf Kong/. 
Vetenskups-Akademiens Fiirhandlingar 57 (1900), 39-46, followed by two notes of 1902 in the 
Comptes Rendus (Paris) 134,219-222, 1561-1564. 
37. “Sur une classe d’tquations fonctionnelles.” 
38. Mathematische Anna/en 58 (1904). 441-456: 60 (190s). 423-433. For Mason’s work, see Trans- 
actions of fhe American Mathematical Society 7 (1906). 337-360, and his Colloqrtium Lectures, Vol. 
14, 1906, published by the AMS in 1910. 
39. Here. Hilbert originally imposed a condition on k which E. Schmidt later recognized as supertlu- 
OUS; cf. [Hilbert 1912, 190, footnote]. 
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40. Indeed. nowhere in this work did Hilbert use the word “space.” 
41. Schmidt denoted the Fredholm determinant by 6(h). instead of D(h). 
42. This refers to the condition mentioned in note 39. 
43. The paper is entitled Grundlagen fiir eine Theorie der unendlichen Matrizen. For operators. the 
theorem was proved by J. von Neumann. Ma~l~enrtrtisc~lze Anna/en 102 (1929-1930). 49-131 (p. 107). 
who referred to Toeplitz: the year in his footnote 61 should be 1910. Cf. also [Kreyszig 1978, 5251. 
44. Professor Bela Szdkefalvi-Nagy informed us that it was most likely Gyula Vglyi (1X55-1913) at 
Kolozvar who influenced Riesz in this direction. 
45. Conzpfes Renders (Paris) 144 ( 1907). 734-736: Giir~ingrr Noc&cl~rc~n (1907). 116-122: Riesz 
1960.378-381.389-395. Presented by Hilbert at G(ittingen on March 9, whereas Fischer’s seminar talk 
was on March 5; for Fischer’s work, see Comptes Rendas (Paris) 144 (1907), 1022-1024. 
46. For an extensive study of these relations, see J. D. Gray. Arc~hiue.for Rational Mcc~htrnks and 
Analysis, in press. 
47. In his 1894 paper Recherches sur les fractions continues, Annales de /a Facrdtk des St~icncr.\ de 
Toulouse 8, 51-5122. Riesz himself (p. 401) mentioned that his teacher, J. Kanig, had used Stieltjes’ 
results in class and published a (Hungarian) note on them already in 1897. 
48. Due to a bad printing error in [Riesz 19601, the note is shown on pp. 396, 397. 405.406. whereas 
pp. 398. 399 are not part of it. 
49. Expressed on p. 215 of the Frs/sc~hvif Schwurz [1914; C. CarathCodory et al., eds.], a volume of 
articles written to celebrate the 50th anniversary of a Ph.D. to Schwarz (1843-1921). 
50. Linguistic barriers and national rivalries. in an era of intense nationalism. may also have had 
some effect. 
51. See G. D. Birkhoff. Brtfletin of/he American ~~~t~fl~rn~itj(,~i/ Societ.v 17 ( I91 I), 414-428. Birkhoff. 
then 27, had studied with both Moore and B&her. He also published a definitive appreciation of 
B&her’s work in Ibid. 25 (1919), 195-215. 
52. Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 9 (1908). 219-231. 375-395. See B&her’s 
paper in the Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians, Cambridge, 1912 
(Vol. I, pp. 179, 187, 193) for appreciations of Birkhoff’s work. 
53. Reflexivity of I’ is essential here; cf. [Dunford & Schwartz 1958. 515. Ex. 301 
54. Actually, Acta Mathematics printed the paper near the end of 1916, but the completed volume 
bears the year 1918. A Hungarian version of the paper appeared in 1917. 
55. Riesz’ theory is also discussed in K. Yosida. Functional Analysis, Chap. X (Berlin: Springer, 
1971); A. C. Zaanen, Linear Analysis, Chaps. 11-17 (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1964): and 
[Kreyszig 1978, Chap. 81. 
56. Caution! h = = in Riesz’ (and Hilbert’s) notation. 
57. Annales Scient$ques de I’I&olr Normule SapPriewe 42 (1925). 393-323. For an extensive list of 
papers on the subject, and a thoughtful analysis of their contents, see A. E. Taylor, Archiuefor History 
of Eruct Sciences 12 ( 1974). 355-383. 
58. Anna/s of Mathematics. 19 (2) (1917-1918), 279-294; 20 (1918-1919). 281-288. 
59. “Die Genesis des Raumbegriffs” [Riesz 1960. 110-154. in particular p. 1191. presented to the 
Hungarian Academy of Science in 1906 and published in 1907. See also Atti de1 IV Congress; Znterna- 
zionale dei Matematici (Rome, 1908), Vol. 2, pp. 18-24. For a historical discussion, see W. J. Thron, 
Topological Structures (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1966). 
60. Caution! The use of these terms is not uniform, even in the modern literature. 
(T,) For every pairx, .v of distinct points there are neighborhoods U, and U,.. respectively. such that 
* $ U, and p 4 U, (“Fr&het’s separation axiom”). 
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61. Mn!l~emnrisclrP Annrrlen 92 (1924). 285-303: 94 (1925). 309-315. The main results had been 
presented to the Moscow Mathematical Society in 1922. 
62. For more details, see C. Kuratowski, A Half Cenrury ofPolish Mathematics (Oxford: Perga- 
mon, 1980). 
63. Banach gave an outline of applications later. in 1936 at the Oslo Congress [Comptrs Rend//s drr 
Congrks International des Mathkmaticiens, Vol. 1, pp. 261-268. 
64. See also the comments by E. Hille in [Wiener l976- , 3. 6841 and by A. E. Taylor in 
American Mathemarical Monthly 78, (1971). 331-342. 
65. M. Frechet. Les espaces abstraits topologiquement affines. Acrtr Mrrrhemrrrictr 47, 25-52. pre- 
ceded by a note of 1925 in Compres Rendus (Paris) 180, 419-421. 
66. Caution! “Local convexity” (the existence of a basis of convex neighborhoods of 0) is not part of 
this definition. but was added only later, by Mazur and Bourbaki. to guarantee the existence of 
nontrivial bounded linear functionals. 
67. Actually, it was S. Saks who first promoted the Baire category method, as a referee of the 
Banach-Steinhaus paper, by suggesting the original lengthy constructive proof be replaced with the 
now familiar category argument. 
68. Quoted from G. D. Birkhoff. Trtmstrcrions ctf‘rhe Americtrn Matlremorictrl Society 14 ( 1913). l4- 
22 [Birkhoff 1950,673-6811, where the theorem was first proved. Poincare had stated the conjecture in 
the Rendiconti de/ Circolo Mrrtemcrtico di Polcrmo 33 (1912). 375-407. 
69. The English edition IVolterra I9301 was still to be published: it was reprinted. New York: Dover. 
1959. It was only in 1936. in the second edition of Volterra-P&&s. that space is devoted to abstract 
ideas. 
70. Annals ofMathematics 22 (1920), 182-21 I. For Hildebrandt’s article, see Bul/etin ofthe Ameri- 
can Mathematical Society 24 (1917). 113-144, 177-202. See also G. Doetsch, Mathematische Zeit- 
schrift 22 (1924), 284-306. and Jahreshericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung 36. (1927), l- 
30. 
71. See A. S. Wightman’s authoritative article in (Browder 1976. 147-2403, from which we have 
drawn freely. 
72. Von Neumann called them Hermiticrn: M. H. Stone’s term “symmetric” is more common. 
73. English translation by R. T. Beyer (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 1955). 
74. Refer for details to A. Wintner, Spektraltheorie der unendlichen Matrizen (Leipzig: Hirzel, 
1929). 
75. Zeitschrifttfiir Pkysik 43 (1927). 624: 47 (1929). 203 (also 49,73). See Robertson, cited in note 76, 
p. 404. (I). 
76. Leipzig. 1928. 1930; translated by H. P. Robertson as The Tltuo~~ of‘ Groups crnd Quuntl/m 
Metkrnics (1931). reprinted. New York: Dover, 1950. 
77. For these applications, see P. Hartman, Ordinary Differential Equations, Chap. 12 (New York: 
Wiley. 1964); D. Gilbarg and N. Trudinger. E//iptic Ptrrrirrl Differenticrl Eqrccrtions of Second Order 
(New York: Springer. 1977). 
78. Koopman’s article with G. D. Birkhoff in Proceedings of the Notioncrl Acrrdemy o.f Sciences 
(USA) 18 (1932). 279-282, gives an excellent historical review of ergodic theory prior to 1932. 
79. See E. Hopf’s classic monograph Ergodenrheorie (Berlin: Springer. 1937). 
80. A Polish edition of the book appeared in 193 I, 
81. Personal communication from Stanistas Ulam, who was at the University of Lwdw during the 
years 192551935. 
82. Curiously. neither Banach nor Stone nor von Neumann seems to have used the term “functional 
analysis.” 
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